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REPORT
OF THE

ENTOMOLOGIST AND BOTANIST

(James Fletcher, LL.D., F.R.S.C, F.L.S.)

1898.

Dr. W. Saunders,
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to hand you herewith a report on some of the most impor-
tant subjects which have been brought officially under my notice during the past season.

As in former years it is, of course, impossible and unnecessary to treat in the annual
report of the Division of many subjects which have required attention by the Entomolo-
gist and Botanist and his Assistant during the year. The correspondence has increased
considerably and is of a varied character ; there were 2,771 letters received and 2,906
sent out.

I have had several opportunities of studying important outbreaks of injurious

insects and noxious weeds in the field and of attending meetings in widely separated
parts of Canada, where it has always been my endeavour to bring prominently before

farmers the work which is being done for them in my Division. These occasions have
been of inestimable service to me in learning the difi'erent conditions prevailing and the
methods of farming in vogue in the various parts of the Dominion.

The experiments with grasses and fodder plants have been continued and are al-

ways of great interest to visitors. It is satisfactory to be able to record the great success

which has attended the extensive introduction of Awnless Brome grass into the arid

regions of the West. Where it has been tried in the East it is also spoken of very highly
and is a heavy producer of excellent fodder and hay.

Mclver's Rye-grass or Western Rye-grass, a form of Agropyrum tenerum, Vasey,
found wild in Manitoba and cultivated for some years by the introducer, Mr. K. Mclver,
of Virden, Man., has given most satisfactory results as a hay and pasture grass. Mr.
S. A. Bedford, Superintendent of the Brandon Experimental Farm, who has grown it

for many years has always spoken of it in the highest terms. This is also the case with
Mr. Angus Mackay, at Indian Head, and with some others who have tried this grass.

Of many mixtures for permanent pastures, grown together under the same circum-
stances, that known as the Experimental Farm Mixture has again given the best results.

This mixture consists of : Timothy, 6 pounds, Meadow Fescue, 4 pounds ; Orchard-grass,

2 pounds ; Kentucky Blue-grass, 1 pound (where the ground is low, add 1 pound
of Red Top) ; with the above sow the following clovers : Common Red, 1 pound ; Mam-
moth Red, 1 pound ; Alsike, 2 pounds ; Lucerne, 2 pounds ; White Dutch, 2 pounds.
The above quantity of seed is for one acre.

Some rather important experiments have been begun along the Ottawa River in
the province of Quebec to utilize the swampy lands in places subject to denudation or
drowning out during the spring freshets. Mr. C. D. Tylee, of Ste. Therese de Blainville,

167



168 EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.

has been very successful in seeding down some land of this nature which had been broken
up and from which the surface soil was carried away or much impoverished by the over-
flowing of the river in spring.

Another series of experiments is being carried on at the suggestion of Dr. T. Christie
M.P., near Lachute, where there is now a large tract of shifting sand, some five miles in
length by about half a mile to one mile in width. The provincial GoTernment of Que-
bec has encouraged the farmers and assisted them in planting trees. Many of these
have done well, and the farmers being all interested are working hard to brino- back this
tract to what it was only fifty years ago, a beautiful undulating forest land. For the last
few years the desert tract has spread very much, the shifting sand drifting over o-ood farm
lands and rendering them useless. Several sample packages of seed of the" Awnless
Brome-grass have been distributed, which it was advised to mix with white clover and
sow among the trees. As this land was within quite recent times covered with trees
and as all the farmers around it are keenly interested, there is every reason to hope that
if all will keep on doing a little every year, planting trees and sowing grass and clover,
in time the encroachments of the sand will cease, and the land will be brought back
again to usefulness.

Several thousand specimens of plants and insects have been sent in for identification
from naturalists in all parts of the Dominion. From these collections several additions
have been made to the museum. Many rare and valuable specimens have been added
through the kindness of Mr. J. R. Anderson, the Deputy Minister of Agriculture for
British Columbia, and from my own collections in British Columbia and the Rocky
Mountains during the past summer.

Subjects requiring special attention since I last reported were the followinc :

The Rocky Mountain Locust and wheat insects among the enemies of cereal
crops

;
these are treated of fully in this report. Root maggots did much harm throu^rhout

the season to cabbages, turnips, radishes and onions.
*

Of fruit insects, particular mention may be made of the San Jose Scale and many
other scale-insects sent in by correspondents who had noticed them in looking for the
San Jose Scale. The efibrts which have been made to control and prevent the spread of
the San Jose Scale, have been so far successful that it may still be said, I believe, that
none of our Canadian nurseries are infested, and, as no nurserv stock is now allowed to
be imported from infested countries, there is every reason to hope that Canada will soon
be free from this terrible scourge of the fruit growers to the south of us.

An unusual outbreak was of the Green Fruit-worms on fruit trees in Western
Ontario and on maple trees at Niagara, and near Ottawa at Aylmer and Hull, Que.

Tent Caterpillars were enormously abundant in nearly every province of the
Doininion, and no important occurrence of parasites was noticed except in British Colum-
bia, where the caterpillars died in large numbers about the time they began to spin their
cocoons.

Plant-lice were very destructive to cherries, currants and turnips. This last named
attack on turnips was very severe in Manitoba and also in Ontario, where it constituted
one of the cliief injuries of the year to field crops.

The apples in British Columbia were much injured by the Apple Fruit-miner and
by a small moth which has not been much mentioned of late years but which many
years ago, under the name of Plum Moth, was described as destructive to plums in
Illinois. It also attacked plums as well as apples in British Columbia this year. I have
no doubt that the caterpillar of this moth is the one which has frequently been erron-
eously referred to by British Columbian correspondents as the Codlinc Moth.

In the province of Quebec a serious and rather remarkable outbreak was by thePlum Curcuho in apple orchards at Chateauguay Basin, the fruit being much distorted
and rendered unfit for the market.

A few new insect pests must be mentioned :

—

In British Columbia the larvas of an extremely rare longicorn beetle, Xylocrius
Agassizti, Lee, were imported as borers in the stems of young gooseberry bushes from
Oregon. This insect I hope and believe is not likely to becoui'e a serious pest.
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In New Brunswick the larvje of a sawfly belonging to the genus Lyda occurred
abundantly upon raspberries at St. John. There is no mention in literature of a similar

attack, but several larvfe are wintering in our breeding jars and it is hoped that the
perfect insect will be reared next spring and the species identified.

In Ontario, considerable injury was done in beds of violets, grown by Mr. J.

Dunlop, the well known florist, of Toronto, by the larvas of another sawfly, Emphytus
Canadensis, Kirby. These false-caterpillars have been complained of occasionally in the
past as attacking the foliage of pansies {Viola tricolor, varieties), but no great injury

by them has been previously recorded.

The Bean Weevil, often mentioned as injuring stored beans in the United States,

has this year been found at Strathroy in Ontario.

Meetings attended.—Under the instructions of the Hon, Minister of Agriculture and
in accordance with plans made by you as Director, I have taken part in several impor-
tant meetings during the past year. In January last I attended a convention of fruit

growers, nurserymen and official entomologists at Washington, D.C., to discuss the
question of legislation with regard to the San Josd Scale. During the same month,
farmers' meetings were attended at Lachute and Cowansville, Que. In February, a

series of several meetings was held in New Brunswick in company with Mr. W. W.
Hubbard, of Sussex, N.B., and Mr. J. E. Starr, of Nova Scotia, who had just returned
from England, where he had been examining into the transit and sale of Canadian fruit.

This series ended with a grand convention at Fredericton. On the 24th and 25th of

the month meetings were attended in Montreal and at Huntingdon, Que. On May 7th
I visited Lachute to examine grass experiments. On June 15th a large farmers' picnic
was attended at Farrelton, Que. June the 16th and 17th were spent in the Niagara
district, driving with Mr. Geo. E. Fisher, the energetic San Jose Scale Inspector, who
has done excellent work in detecting and destroying trees infested with the San Jose
Scale.

On June the 27th I left for the West : the first half of July was spent in the pro-

vince of Manitoba, holding meetings in company with Mr. Hugh McKellar, the Chief
Clerk of the provincial Department of Agriculture. There is probably no one better

informed as to the history of the development of Manitoba and its requirements than
Mr. McKellar. I, therefore, obtained much valuable information from him with regard
to the capabilities of the province. The subjects treated at the several meetings were all

in connection with weeds and the legislation relating thereto. The meetings this year
•were held in parts of the province not visited by us during the two previous years. The
subject of weeds is of great interest throughout Manitoba and the Territories. It Mas
a great satisfaction to me to notice a decided improvement in the condition of the farms
in this respect since four years ago. This must certainly be credited to the vigorous
policy adopted by the Hon. Thomas Greenway, the Minister of Agriculture, and his

Deputy, Mr. McKellar. A popular feature of this year's campaign was the establish-

ment of a Weed Tent at the Winnipeg Exhibition, whera large bundles of all the weeds
of the province were exhibited. This tent was always under the charge of some official

from the provincial Department of Agriculture, and I was able myself to be present for

the first three days. This exhibit may fairly be said to have been thronged by inquiring
farmers who wished to examine the specimens or brought with them weeds to be named
and to get advice as to their treatment.

On July the 20th I joined Mr. J. R. Anderson, the Deputy Minister of Agriculture
for British Columbia, and travelled with him continuously till August the 8th. Through
Mr. Anderson's intimate knowledge of the country, no time was lost and a much lai-ger

number of meetings was held than could otherwise have been the case. He being also

an enthusiastic botanist, assisted me very much in procuring many valuable specimens
of rare plants. By many acts of kindness he added much to the pleasure of my visit.

On my way back to Ottawa, in response to a telegram from the Hon. J. H. Ross,
Commissioner of Agriculture for the North-west Territories, I stayed off at Regina,
and addressed a meeting of farmers upon weeds and their eradication. This meeting, of
which Mr. Gerald Spring-Rice was chairman, was fairly well attended and considerable
interest was shown in this important subject.
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With the consent of the Hon. Minister of Agriculture, I had the pleasure of pre-

paring for the Hon. J. H. Ross, a Bulletin on the Worst Weeds of the North-west

Territories. This bulletin of 29 pages and containing many illustrations, has been

widely distributed and has been received with favour by North-west farmers.

While in Manitoba in the beginning of July, and again on 16th August, I had an

opportunity of investigating an occurrence of the Rocky Mountain Locust. The out-

break had been referred to in several newspapers, and there was much anxiety among
farmers. I was pleased to be able to detect a great many parasites and to explain

through the newspapers the true state of affairs; at the same time farmers in the infested

district were advised what should be done to avoid a recurrence of the injuries

experienced this year.

I returned to Ottawa on 20th August. On the 8th September I attended a

meeting at Toronto of the new Canadian Horticultural Society, and delivered an address

on fungous diseases and insect pests. The 7th and 8th of November were spent at

Lachute and Ste. Therese examining the progress of grass experiments, and on the 9th

November I attended the annual meeting of the Entomological Society of Ontario in

Montreal.

Acknowledgments.—I am under many obligations to kind friends and scientific

specialists for much assistance. Mention must first of all be made of my colleagues,
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of Port Hope, Ont., for valuable help on many occasions, as well as of the following who
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Dr. J. B. Smith, of New Brunswick, New Jersey ; Professor W. G. Johnson, of College

Park, Md.; and Professor T. D. A. Cockerell, of Mesilla Park, N. Mex., for special

identification of insects ; Professor L. R. Jones, of Burlington, Vt., and Mr. J.

Dearness, of London, Ont., for the identification of many plants and fungous diseases.

I must again thank my kind friend. Miss E. A. Ormerod, for her continued interest in

our work and much valuable advice always freely given.

In conclusion, I beg again to acknowledge the great help I receive continuously in

all branches of the work of the Division from my assistant, Mr. J. A. Guignard, B.A.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

JAMES FLETCHER,
Entomologist and Botanist.
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CEREALS.

The season of 1898 has been a very anxious one for the farmer in Canada. From
all quarters correspondents have reported unusual climatic conditions with extremes of

heat and drought or low temperatures and heavy rainfall. On the whole, the wheat
crop of the Dominion at the end of the season turned out better than could have been
anticipated. In British Columbia, with its diverse climates, the small grains gave good
returns, particularly on Vancouver Island, in the rich lands along the Fraser River and
in the Okanagan Valley. From the Jforth-west the accounts both as to quality and
yields are very satisfactory, notwithstanding almost unprecedented rains after the grain

was cut. Mr. Angus Mackay, Superintendent of the Experimental Farm at Indian
Head, says at the end of September : "From all parts of this district the wheat crop is

better than was expected. The lowest yet reported is 28 bushels per acre on stubble

land, while many have over 30 bushels per acre. The crops on summer-fallow run
from 30 to 45 bushels per acre. There will be an average of from 30 to 35 bushels per

acre." In the Manitoba Crop Report of August 22, we find :
" Perhaps in no year in

the history of the province has the productive nature of our soil been so noticeable as

the present season. Seeding time was unusually favourable, but for a month or six

weeks after seed was sown there was no rainfall. In many fields seed did not even
start to grow until late in June, so that, up to the first week in July, prospects were far

from promising. A change came during the second week in July, when hot, growing
weather gave crops a good start.

" From that time to maturity conditions were favourable. After this, however,

another six weeks of cold wet weather set in, from which the wheat suffered consider-

ably. This loss varied much in the different sections of the province, and is variously

estimated at from 1 to 33 per cent of the crop. The best reports were from the North-

central, South-central and Eastern districts. In the South-west, particularly north of

the Turtle Mountains, the crops suffered much from want of rain, and ia restricted areas

from the ravages of the Rocky Mountain Locust. Some fields never recovered, but
others picked up in a most remarkable manner, giving the whole country a strange

patchy aspect. The spring drought, followed by rain and growing weather, brought on
a copious second growth of grain which, from lack of moisture, had been unable to

germinate in the spring."

Mr. Wra. Scott, of the McKay Milling Co., Ottawa, who purchases large quantities

of grain both in the Province of Ontario and in the West, says : "The wheat crop this

year throughout the Province of Ontario was of exceptional quality, the grain being

clean, hard and heavy, some samples grown in the Otta,wa valley going G4|^ pounds to

the bushel. We have received from our correspondents no complaints of attack by
weevil or any other insects. The wheat from Manitoba and the Territories is this year

of exceptionally good milling quality. The weed question, however, is still one of

enormous importance in the Prairie Provinces, and notwithstanding all that has been
done, even more effort will have to be put forth by our western farmers in sowing clean

seed and weeding their crops, if they hope to maintain their grades of hard wheat and
to get the best prices in foreign markets." *

In the Ontario Crop Report for November, 1898, we find: "Fall wheat: poor
yields were exceptional, and large yields were common. The plumpness of the grain is

frequently alluded to, in many cases the weight going over the standard and as high

sometimes as 63 or 64 pounds to the bushel. Here and there only did correspondents

complain of rust, midge or other injury to the crop. The yield is 24 bushels per acre.

The acreage of spring wheat is onl}' a little over one-third of that of fall wheat. The
crop has been over an average in yield and the quality good."

In the eastern parts of the province of Quebec and through the Maritime Provinces

the reports are less statisfactory, rust being frequently complained of ; oats, barley,
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rye and buckwheat were below the average. The early summer months were very

favourable to growth, but the autumn being rainy and foggy had a bad effect on nearly

all crops.

"Alberton, P.E.I.—The wheat was very badly rusted, totally ruined in some

sections, much damaged everywhere. I never remember a season since I began to make
observations when the grains were so universally rusted. The Campbell's White Chaff

wheat was being pretty generally sown and this kind suffered most, although no kind was

exempt. This was all the more regrettable since the whole crop was so promising. Up to

the harvest all went so as to cause us to expect an extraordinary return; such a

growth of straw and such fine roots we seldom see ; but then came close, damp
weather suited to the spread of rust, and the whole province was afflicted with the

evil. Besides this we have a short crop of potatoes, and even turnips are not up to the

average. The hay crop alone was good, extraordinarily so ; but, owing to the great

quantities everywhere available, it sells at only half figures. A very moist season like

the past advances growth here in this sandy loam of the island wonderfully, if it does

not continue too late ; if it does, all grain crops are subject to rust. There is this to

be remarked, which might well be expected, however, that in these years of blight

those who farm intelligently, manure and work well the soil, escape very much better

than the makeshift farmers. I would estimate the farm crops of the whole province, as

follows : Wheat, a quarter crop ; oats, a half crop
;
potatoes, a half crop ; turnips, an

under crop ; hay, an extra crop."—[Rev. Father Burke.]
" Pleasant Grove, P.E.I., Sept. 9.—All wheat in this section, with the exception of

White Russian, is a failure, with rust, maggots or blight. Harvest is about over with

us now, all wheat being housed."—[Edward Wyatt.]

WHEAT INSECTS.

It seems strange that there should be so much lack of knowledge and confu-

sion with regard to the few insect enemies of such an important ci'op as wheat. The
different kinds of wheat insects are few in number and unlike in appearance, but there

is no crop with regard to which for purposes of exact identification it is so necessary to

see specimens of the pests complained of as in the case of wheat. The words weevil, fly,

maggot, joint-worm, rust or blight are made to do service for almost any insect or

disease which may occur. The chief insect enemies of wheat in Canada in the past

have been the Wheat Midge, the Hessian Fly, the Wheat-stem Maggot, the American
Frit-fly, the joint-worms, and the Grain Aphis. There are of course some others, such

as wir0Worins, cutworms, and the W^heat-stem Sawfly, which attack the wheat plant

occasionally or locilly, but the above mentioned are those most frequently inquired

about and which, therefore, are of most interest to wheat growers.

Vfith regard to Wireworms, which are sometimes the cause of much injury to

grain crops, unfortunately it must be acknowledged that up to the present no practical

remedy has been discovered. The only agricultural treatments which have proved
beneficial are late fall ploughing and sowing infested land to rye or barley which it is

claimed that wireworms do not attack badly.

It may be convenient for reference to give a very brief account of each of the

worst pests.

The Wheat Midge or " Weevil " (Z)i;;^osis tritici, Kirby).—Several small red-

dish maggots crowding around the grains of wheat in the ear and pausing them to

shrivel. Some of these when full-grown fall to the ground and pass the winter beneath
the surface. Others remain in the ears of wheat and are harvested with the grain.

The eggs are laid in June among the flowers of the wheat, being pushed down between
the chaff by means of the long slender ovipositors of the females. Thei'e is only one
brood in a season.

Remedies.—(I.) Burn all rubbish and screenings from the threshing machine.
(II.) Plough deeply as soon as the crop is carried.
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Formerly this insect was enormously abundant in the older provinces of Canada, so

much so that wheat growing was given up in many sections. Of late years the Wheat
Midge almost entirely disappeared from Ontario until the present season, and, although

mentioned occasionally by correspondents, no specimens were submitted or those sent in

proved to be something else. Wheat Midge injury is probably more wide-spread in the

Maritime Provinces just now than in any other part of the Dominion. Mr. Wm.
O'Brien, of Windsor, Hants Co., N. S., writes :

" The wet weather forced the hay and

grain to make very rapid gpowth. But the grain did not appear to fill well, especially

wheat and oats. Wheat only about two-thirds filled and very much affected with weevil."

At Middle River, Victoria Co., N.S., there was also slight injury by Wheat Midge.

A restricted but severe outbreak of this insect occurred during the summer of 1898

in the Niagara peninsula, Mr. A. T. Small writes :

—

"Beamsville(Lincoln Co., Ont.).—I send youa packet of Wheat Midge sifted from one

gallon of tailings, some from each of my two neighbours. One of these, Mr. Tufibrd, a

reliable farmer of long experience, who remembers the Midge when it was so bad here

25 or 30 years ago and who has done most of the threshing in this locality, estimates the

damage at about 25 per cent. He says that all fall wheat had Midge more or less,

Dawson's Golden ChaflF and Seneca suffered most. Spring wheat was not affected, but

little is grown here. Goose wheat and White Fife were sown last spring."

Mr. Wolston Small, of Ottawa, who spent the summer of 1898 in the Niagara

peninsula, saw the Wheat Midge larvae " so abundant at the time of threshing that

the ground beneath fanning mills was quite yellow." He reported the insect as very

destructive all along the lake shore in the county of Lincoln.

The Hessian Fly {Cecidomyia destructor,

Say).—This insect has been at different times

the cause of serious injury to the wheat
crop of all the older provinces, covering

practically the same area as the Wheat Midge.
The adult is a very small sooty two-winged
mosquito-like fly about -g- of an inch long (Fig. 1).

The females lay their minute reddish eggs singly

or in clusters on the upper side of the leaf.

The young white maggots as soon as hatched
work their way down to the bases of the

leaves, those of the autumn brood becoming

imbedded in the crown of winter wheat, and

those of the summer brood at the base of the

first or second joint of the stem under ihe

leaf sheaths ; there they attack the stem, weak-

ening it so that it very easily breaks down
at the point where the injury occurs.

When full-grown the outside skin of the mag-

gots hardens and turns dark brown in colour,

when they bear a very close resemblance to

small, slender flax seeds,

for which reason the pu pal

stage is frequently spoken

of as the "flax seed " stage

(Figs. 2 and 3). There are

two broods in the season
;

the fli-es from the autumn
brood which winter over

in fall wheat appear in

May and June, together

with some of the flies

from the first summer brood which did not

emerge in the autumn; the flies of the autumn
brood appear in August and the early part of

j,,^ s.-Hessian Fly : attacked barley sterna:
September. The change from the maggot to i, elbowed down; 2, showing "flaxseeds."

Fig. 1.- -The Hessian Fly-
natural size.

-enlarged and

2.—Hessian Fly :

pupa-cases or " flax

seeds "—natural size

and enlarged.

EO
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the pupal condition takes place inside the bfown hardened skin of the flax-seed-like

pupa-case a short time before the fly emerges.

Remedies.—The remedies most relied on are : (I.) Late sowing. The postpone-

ment of seeding until after the third week in September delays the appearance of the

young plants above the ground until all the Hessian Flies of the second brood are

dead. (II.) Burning refuse. As a large proportion of the " flax seeds " are

cairied with the straw and at threshing are dislodged and thrown down beneath
the machine among the rubbish and broken straw, it is of great importance to

destroy all rubbish or screenings wherever it is known that grain has been infested.

(III.) Treatment of stubble. As soon as the crop is cut, a harrow should be run over

the field so as to start a volunteer crop from the grains which have dropped in harvest-

ing. By the time the fields will require to be ploughed, many flies of the August
brood will have emerged and laid their eggs on these plants. The eggs will thus be

destroyed at the same time as many seedlings of weeds, when the land is ploughed in the

autumn. If fields are conveniently situated away from barns, houses and stacks, much
good may be done by burning over the stubbles before ploughing, for the pupse occur, as

a rule, at the first and second lowest joints of the stem. To facilitate burning, a little

dry straw may be scattered lightly over the stubble. Should the Hessian Fly ever

develop as a serious enemy of wheat in Manitoba and the West, where fall wheat is not
grown, burning over and ploughing down of stubbles immediately the crop is cut, will

be the best remedies. (IV.) When it is found that a young crop of fall wheat has been
injured by the Hessian Fly, it is a good plan to apply the following spring a light*'dress-

ing of some quick-acting special fertilizer.

The worst attacks by the Hessian Fly which have come under my notice this year
have been in Prince Edward Island, and in the province of Ontario in the counties lying

between Lake Ontario and Lake Huron. References to injuries by the Hessian Fly
in the province of Manitoba were, as far as I could learn, erroneous, although this

insect may at some time be expected to appear there also as an injurious species, for

Prof. Otto Lugger finds it in Minnesota, in the Red River valley, where the conditions

are similar to those of a large part of Manitoba, he says: "A large area is infested, especi-

ally the v/estern part of Central Minnesota from Brown's Valley to the Mississippi

River at St. Cloud. Further north and south the fly is found in lesser numbers, and
only a few occur in the northern part of the Red River valley and along the Iowa State
Jine. The damages in some places amounted to more than 25 per cent, in others to 5

per cent and less, but on an average our farmers lost from 5 to 10 per cent of their en-

tire wheat crop." (Otto Lugger, 2nd Ann. RpL, 1896.)

" Pleasant Grove, P.E.I., Sept. 9 :—I send you two samples of infested straw, one
from my own field and the other from my neighbour's, which fell down badly this year.

There were only a few plants in my field which fell down this season. Since learning
from your reports the history of these pests, I have grown good crops of wheat by sow-
ing late and dressing the land with a coat of good manure. My crop this year is a good
one, the straw is as yellow as gold and almost free from rust."—[Edward Wyatt.]

Mr. Wyatt kindly supplied me with several samples of infested wheat straws and
also with many stems of grasses from a field which had been badly attacked by Hessian
Fly. Among these it may be mentioned that two stems of Timothy grass (F/deum
2)ratense, L.) contained undoubted puparia of the Hessian fly. This was a matter of con-

siderable interest to me because from the statement made in Miss Ormerod's well-known
Manual of Injurious Insects I have frequently endeavoured to find traces of the Hessian
Fly in any of the wild grasses. The statement referred to (quoted from Dr. C Lindemann,
of Moscow, Russia) is as follows :

" Two kinds of wild grasses subject to the attacks of

Hessian Fly are Timothy grass and Couch grass. In 1887 the first named of these was
found to be severely attacked in the Russian Government of Tambov, and Couch grass

was attacked in the Government of Tambov and also of Woronetz ; Couch grass was so

severely attacked that in whole districts covered with this grass, it was destroyed."

This statement is of interest because of its possible bearing on the question of the

original home of the Hessian Fly, A species which attacked a wild grass so severely as
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above mentioned would appear to be much more at home than where it attacked only a

cultivated plant of exotic origin, such as wheat is in America.

From Mr. Wyatt's observations it would appear as though at least two or three

different kinds of insects were attacking the wheat on Prince Edward Island.

Samples of Hessian fly were received from several other places on Prince Edward
Island. One sample, which came through Mr. F. G. Nash, of the Charlottetown

Patriot, and was taken from a field of wheat on the farm of Mr. Joseph Wise, was found

to be very much pai-asitized by minute hymenopberous enemies.

The Wheat-stem Maggot {Meromyza Americana, Fitch).—The presence of this

insect in a crop of wheat is very easily detected in the summer time when the ears of

attacked stems turn white before the rest of the crop ripens. This injury is known
under various names in different parts of Canada, such as " white heads," "bald heads,"

"silver top." If these stems are examined, it will be found that the base of the top-

most joint of the stem has been gnawed away by a slender glassy green maggot a quarter

of an inch in length, pointed at one end and having
black horny mouth parts ; to this injury is due the

dying of the heads before the grain ripens. In
addition to the above, there is another attack on
the wheat crop by the same insect, similar to that

of the autumn brood of the Hessian Fly, in the root

shoots of fall wheat ; it also occurs in many kinds

of wild grasses. There is besides an intermediate

brood which feeds upon grasses and volunteer wheat
and barley. The severity of the summer attack in

^ wheat fields seems to vary very much in different

Fig. 4.—The Wheat-stem Maggot: a, egg; years, according to the season. Occasionally the
h, maggot ; c, pupa ; d, flj— all enlarged. injured stems will constitute as much as 5 per cent

(Figure by Prof. H. Garman.)
^^ ^.y^^ ^^^^ This was the case nine years ago in

Ontario. When full-fed the larva of the brood which attacks the stems works its way
up to the upper portion of the sheath and turns to a slightly flattened and very trans-

parent green puparium, from which the fly emerges at the end of July and during
August.

The perfect insects, of which three distinct broods appear at Ottawa, viz., in Ihe

beginning of June, at the end of July, and at the end of September, are active, greenish-

yellow flies, one-fifth of an inch in length, with shining green eyes and three dark stripes

extending down the back (Fig. Ad). The hind thighs are much thickened, and when the fly

is at rest the fore part of the body is raised. Very soon after emerging, the sexes pair and
the eggs for the next brood are laid. These are snow-white, spindle-shaped, beautifully

marked with narrow longitudinal lines, some of which run into each other. These lines

are connected with each other by much slighter transverse lines. When looked for,

the eggs are easily seen on the upper sides of the leaves, owing to their white colour,

although, of course, they are comparatively minute, about -^^ of an inch (Fig. 4a).

The Wheat-stein Maggot, which, owing to its attack at the roots of wheat, is also

called the Wheat-bulb Worm, occurs all through Eastern Canada, and although the

adult flies are enormously abundant in meadows and prairies all the way from northern

Quebec through the Lake Superior region, Manitoba and the North-west Territories, its

attacks in grain fields have not been complained of under its own name until last season,

when it was discovered by Mr. George Greig, the Manitoba agent of the Farmers
Advocate, that this insect is the cause of a considerable part, at any rate, of the injury to

wheat in Manitoba which has of late years attracted so much attention under the name
of " dead heads ". In company with Mr. Greig, I was able to confirm this obser-

vation at several points in the province of Manitoba during the past summer. There
were, however, several stems of wheat which showed the " dead heads ", in which we
could find no injury by the Wheat-stem Maggot. Some of these stems in one locality

had been bruised, without being broken down, by hail. In no case could I find any trace

of fungus attack. From the observation of Prof. Otto Lugger, it appears that " dead
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heads " are also caused by the attacks of a Frit-fly {Oscinis soror, Macq.), the maggot of

which is described as boring inside the lower portion of the culm. Throughout the pro-

vince, although many enquiries were made, there were far fewer complaints of " dead
heads " this season than last,

Mr. Peter Elder, of Blyth, near Rounthwaite, Man., showed me all through one of

his large fields where last year a serious loss occurred from " dead heads," and not a

trace was this year to be seem. Mr. A. C. Hawkins, of Swan Lake, Man., cited in my
last report, writes :

" Sept. 10.—According to promise, I endeavoured to procure speci-

mens of the larva causing damage to wheat, known as ' dead heads ' ; but the only sign

of insect work I found was an empty cocoon a little over ^ of an inch long and yellowish-

white in colour. (Undoubtedly of Wheat-stem Maggot.— J. F.) There were very few
' dead heads ' in the crop." Mr. George C. Mannix, of Stonewall, who suffered last

year, also writes :
" I am happy to say there are no ' white heads ' in the wheat this

year,"

References to " dead heads " made by Manitoban farmers all speak of this injury

as being a new one, and, judging from the behaviuur of the Wheat-stem Maggot in

Ontario, and in Manitoba during the past season, I think it may be confidently hoped
that this is not going to be a constant source of loss to the wheat farmers of the West.

The insect feeds naturally in the grasses of the prairies, to which under ordinary

circumstances it will chiefly resort, and I believe that its attacks upon wheat occurring

.so occasionally are due to climatic conditions which are not likely to occur every year.

Moreover, wherever I have collected the mature flies by sweeping the prairie grasses

with a collecting net, I have invariably found large numbers of its special parasitic fly,

Ccelinius meromyzce, Forbes. Notwithstanding the above, however, Prof. Otto Lugger,

of Minnesota, who has also studied it in his State, where in 1895, 1896 and 1897 it was
common from the Red River valley to the central part of East Minnesota, says that it

threatens to become in the future a serious enemy of their crops of small grain. " In
some parts of the State the late sown rye, which had made but little growth during the
autumn and which grew slowly in spring, was greatly damaged, in some cases to the

extent of one-tenth of the crop. Wheat did not entirely escape, and the plants infested

by the insects showed their presence by their small size and general weakly appearance."

Remedies.—(I.) Should the attack of the Wheat-stem Maggot increase seriously

and its presence be shown by the " dead heads," certainly much may be done towards
reducing the numbers of the next brood by sowing a drill or two of wheat or barley

in close proximity to the infested fields. This should be sown as soon as the injury is

detected, so that the young plants may be up in time to attract the females for egg

laying. After the middle of August these strips should be fed off by sheep or ploughed
down. All stubble should be harrowed as soon as possible after the crop is carried, so

as to start a volunteer crop, which should be ploughed down early in September, The late

sowing of fall wheat, where this crop is grown, could not profitably be delayed long

enough to escape the egg-laying period of the last brood.

(II.) The application of special fertilizers as a top dressing when young wheat is

known to be attacked, will help injured plants to throw out new stools and overcome to

some measure the effects of the attack.

The American Frit-ply (Oscinis carbonaria, Loew.).—The maggot of this enemy of

the wheat is only -^^ of an inch in length and yel-

lowish-whiie in colour. These maggots may be

found in autumn destroying the bases of the stems
of several kinds of grasses and of fall wheat. They
also occur in spring wheat and grasses in June, at-

tacking the young root-shoots close to the ground
and either destroying or seriously weakening
them. Some eight or ten years ago the American
Frit-fly was the cause of extensive and widespread

loss in Canadian wheat fields, but since that time
Fig. 5.-The American Frit-fly-

j^^^jj ^ mention of it has been made by cor-
enlarged. -^ ,

, . , ,
•'

. ,

responaents ; nor have its attacks been noticed
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on grain crops at Ottawa. In 1890 this insect was very injurious in Kentucky, and
was well worked up by Prof. H. Garman, who published an excellent bulletin thereon
under the name 0. variabilis, Loew. {Bull. SO, Ky. Ag. Ex. Sn.) Prof. Garman writes

:

" I think it very likely that the Oscinis carbonaria of Coquillett's notes is the 0.
variabilis observed by you and me in 1890. I never felt quite satisfied with the deter-
mination. The flies were abundant here at that time, but have not been seen since." The
life history in many particulars agrees with those of the Wheat-stem Maggot and the
Hessian Fly, but there is still some uncertainty as to the range of variation in its habits.
Such part of the life history ashadbeen worked outup to 1890is given in the Annual Report
of the Experimental Farms for that year. In Prof. Lugger's Second Report, 1896, what
is apparently an allied species is described with the important diffe-

rence of habit that the larva bores inside the stems of wheat caus-
ing them to break down, and before that producing the appearance
known as " dead heads." This attack was not observed at Ottawa
when the American Frit-fly was so abundant, but the family to which
this insect belongs is one which is remarkable for the diversity
which is found in the feeding habits of the larvae.

Remedies.—The remedies for this insect are the same as those
for the Hessian Fly, viz., the late sowing of fall wheat, the har-
rowing of stubble (or in the West the burning over or ploughing
down of stubble), and the application of special fertilizers in spring.

As some of my correspondents have had difiiculty in distin-

guishing between the American Frit-fly, the Hessian Fly and the
root-infesting larvae of the Wheat-stem Maggot, I quote from my ^FritV^p!pt^a?e-°
annual report of 1890 the chief differences:

—

enlarged.

" The three insects are easily distinguishable in all their stages.

In the larval or maggot stages, in which they do all their injury to crops, they may be
known by the following characters :

—

1. The American Frit-fly :—Maggot long and slender, yellowish-white with two
small but distinct black hook like jaws. The last division of the body bears two little

knob-like processes. Length when full grown Jg- of an inch.

2. The Wheat-stem Maggot

:

—This resembles the last named in shape and structure,
but is conspicuously different by reason of its clear glassy green colour, and also by its

much larger size, J of an inch when full grown.
3. The Hessian Fly :—This is proportionately much broader than the other twv), of

a clearer white than the American Frit-fly maggot and nearly always shows a green
stripe down the centre. Instead of the two hook-like black jaws which are present in
the two previously mentioned maggots, the Hessian Fly larva has a horny forked organ
sometimes called the ' breast-bone.' Length when full-grown, ^ of an inch.

"In the chrysalis stages the differences are equally marked :

—

1. The American Frit-fly.—The pupa-case is shaped as shown above (Fig. 6) and
is of a pale chestnut brown.

2. The Wheat-stem Maggot.—Changes to a pale translucent pale green pupa-case
(Fig. 4c).

3. T/ie Hessian Fly.—The pupa-cases of this insect are of a deep rich brown, like
small flax seeds (Figs. 2 and 3), and it is in this stage that farmers will most easily recog-
nize the Hessian FI3-.

" The perfect insects are very unlike. The American Frit-fly is shown at Fig. 5
very much enlarged. The colours are black and yellowish-white. It is a very small
insect, large specimens being only ^\ of an inch in length. They are extremely active
and hard to observe. The fly of the Wheat-stem Maggot is a slender yellowish-oreen
fly i of an inch in length, with three dark lines down the back , eyes golden green
(Fig. id). The Hessian Fly is a delicate dusky gnat, well shown in Miss Ormerod's
excellent figure where it is represented magnified and enlarged (Fig. 1)."

86—12
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Fig. 7.—The Joint-worm : galls on wheat stems

—

natural size; fly—enlarged.

The Joint-worms (Isosoma). — There are probably more species than one

belonging to the genus Isosoma which attack the wheat plant in Canada. These

injui-ies appear to be of rare occurrence, but have sometimes been serious in certain

localities. In 1895 specimens of fall wheat infested by a Joint-worm were received

from Meaford, Ont., on the Georgian

Bay. This attack, although amounting
to 5 per cent of the entire crop in the

year named, has not occurred since.

The galls made by this insect were

almost entirely in the sheaths of the

leaves and not in the tissues of the

stems. Last year infested straws con-

taining joint-worms were received from

Mr. Wm. Welsh, of Verdun (Bruce Co.,

Ont.). Although from a district less

than 100 miles from Meaford, and
further, strange to say, although it is the

only other report of noticeable injury

by joint-worms to wheat which has

been reported to me for some years, it

would appear fi'om the different nature

of the galls which are entirely in the

tissues of the stems and not in the leaf sheaths, that this occurrence may be of a

different species of joint-worm. Mr. Welsh writes at the end of the season of 1898 :

" The joint-worm, which was so abundant last year has done little injury this season. I

made many examinations for the insect but could find very little damage. In the grain

after threshing there were very few of the hard broken pieces such as I sent you last

spring. This disappearance, I think, may have been due to the very wet spring and
early summer we had." Unfortunately, the exact identity of the Meaford specimens

could not be determined ; but, through the kind assistance of Mr. Welsh, who has sent

several parcels of infested straw from Verdun, large numbers of the flies have been

bred. These were chiefly from stubble collected in the spring, April 15, in a clover field,

where they had lain on the ground from the time the fall wheat was cut the year

before. Specimens of stubble from the same field, but collected in November, 1897,

and broken joints from the stems taken from the threshed wheat which had been kept

in breeding jars through the winter, failed to produce more than two or three specimens

of the perfect insect, whereas the stubble which was left in the field all through the

winter gave hundreds of specimens of the gall-former, all the females of which were
winged like the males. Besides these there were two kinds of hymenopterous parasites.

Specimens of all of these were submitted to Dr. Howard, so as to get an authoritative

decision on the species.

Dr. Howard reports as follows :
" The species is undoubtedly Isosoma tritici, Fitch

(nee Riley). If you will consult my Bulletin 2, Technical Series, page 17, on Phytophagic
Eurytominse, you will find that this is the species called /. hordei by Walsh. I think

Walsh's specimens also came from Canada. Among the material sent by you after it

was mounted I found two species of parasites, viz., Homoporus chalcidiphagus, Walsh,
and Eupelmus epicasie, Walker."

There are so many discrepancies between the descriptions of the galls and their

modes of occurrence and with regard to important points in the life histories of the

joint-worms that with a view to working out the identity of the different species I shall

be pleased to receive specimens from anyone who may find his crops attacked by joint-

worms. The galls will somewhat resemble the figure (Fig.7), given herewith or may be as

in the case of the Verdun specimens mentioned above, merely hardened and somewhat
curved portion in the straws of wheat, barley or rye.

Remedies.—There is only one brood of the joint-worms, and as they pass the winter

in the straw, for the most part so near to the ground that a large proportion of the

larvae occur in the stubble left on the fields, they can be largely reduced in numbers by
burning over the stubble or by ploughing it down deeply. The broken off hai'dened
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pieces of straw observed in threshing and cleaning should be carefully gathered and
burnt. Sometimes, as stated above, there are no galls formed, the presence of the
larvae causing merely slight swellings and the hard thickened condition of the straw.

These portions break off in threshing and many are carried through with the grain. The
thi'eshed straw should be examined, and if the larvae are found therein it should be
•destroyed either by feeding or some other consumption before the ensuing spring.

The Grain Aphis {Siphonophora avence, Fab.).—The green, yellow, red or blackish

plant-lice which are frequently seen upon all the small grains are well known by most
farmers. These insects are found in some numbers every year and in occasional seasons

increase to such an extent as to cause widespread alarm. Notwithstanding this general

increase in numbers, it cannot be said that their attacks have ever materially decreased

the wheat crop of the year, for they are invariably accompanied by various parasites which
graduallyincreaseinnumbers andfeedupon the plant-lice until most ofthem are destroyed.

The two most numerous of these parasitic species in Canada are Aphidius granariaphis,

Cook, and A. obscuripes. In addition to these there are always many of the leech-like

larvae of the Breeze-fiies, Syrphidce, which crawl about among the colonies of plant-lice

and every day destroy large numbers, as they feed entirely upon plant-lice.

The Grain Aphis multiplies with great rapidity and the insects may be found of all

sizes and colours all on the plants at the same time. The females bring forth living

young continuously and these young lice are in a few days full-grown and themselves

begin to propagate in the same way. There are no practical artificial remedies which
oan be applied on a large scale to fields of grain.

The Wheat-stem Sawfly {Gephus pygmceus, L.), treated of at length in my
report for 1896, has only been mentioned by one correspondent.

"Buffalo Lake, Moose Jaw, Assa., March 3, 1898.—I send a few heads of wheat

«uch as appeared in one of my fields last year. This field was hailed out in 1896 and

having been sown on summer-fallow the straw was burnt as it stood in the spring of 1897.

A week or two previous to cutting, I noticed a great many straws and heads like those I

•enclose scattered loose among the grain, fully 5 per cent of the crop. You will notice

that the heads were well developed at the time. Is this the work of the Wheat-stem

Sawfly ? "—[George S. Tuxford.]

It may be hoped, I believe, that the attacks of this insect upon grain will be only

-of an intermittent nature, for where the insect was abundant at Souris, in Southern

Manitoba, no appearance of it has since occurred. Mr. J. Wenman writes me again this

year that he has not heard of nor seen any trace of the insect since 1896. In company
with Mr. Angus Mackay, I examined carefully the wheat fields around Indian Head,

where I had collected specimens in 1895 and at the date the mature insects should have

been flying, but although the standing grain was swept with a collecting net at all times

•of the day and in several different localities not a single fly could be found.

Cutworms in grain.—Occasionally considerable harm is done in grain crops by

•cutworms. There are several grass-feeding species in this large family which are liable

to attack cereal crops. The injuries to Indian corn are well known and can be prevented

to a large measure, but when a field of the small grains is attacked the only recourse is to

adopt some agricultural treatment founded on the known life-history of the depredator.

The exact identity, then, of the species is of importance, so that the life-history, if

recorded, may be used as a guide to escape loss. An instance of the value of such

information is found in the following correspondence :

—

" Carleton Place, Carleton Co., Ont., May 26.—We send a box containing some

cutworms. They have destroyed two fields of our oats. What can be done to prevent

them from destroying all our crop ? Would spreading lime over the field kill them, and

how long will it be until they have passed away, so that it will be safe to sow some

other gi-ain or to plant corn on the fields where they ate the crop off 1 "—[J. Yuill & Sons.]

Reply : " Your letter of the 26th inst. containing cutworms from your oat field

came to hand, but the cutworms had eaten each other until only one shrivelled up bitten

8/>—12*
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specimen remained alive. Please send me some more, and if possible in a tin box with

plenty of food. There are two kinds of these cutworms much alike, and I cannot, from
the specimen I have, tell whether they are of one which matures early, or of the other

which does not reach full-growth sometimes till July. In this case exact identification)

is very important before I can advise you what crop to sow on your land. Corn for

ensilage may, I suppose, with you be sown as late as 12th or 14th June, turnips up
to 20th June and rape or Hungarian grass up to 1st July. Spreading lime would
have no effect whatever on these caterpillars."

" June 2.—We send you another sample of cutworms, as requested, and have culti-

vated the field again. We are now waiting your answer to know when we shall be safe

to sow again. If it would be safe to sow oats soon, we should prefer that crop."

—

[J. YuiU & Sons.]

Reply :
" I am in receipt of your letter of the 2nd inst. as well as the cutworms

sent. These are the Glassy Cutworm, the caterpillar of the Devastating Dart Moth
{Hadena devastairix, Brace). I have waited a day or

two before answering your letter so as to be able to say

—

what I now believe to be the case—that you can sow oats

safely on your land. If you have any convenience for

turning chickens or turkeys on to the field for a day
before the oats are sown, they would doubtless destroy

large numbers of the caterpillars or their chrysalids. I

shall be very much obliged to you if you will let me hear
from you later in the season what success you obtain

from sowing oats on this land so late in the season.

You will, I suppose, probably cut them for green feed.

" The other cutworm referred to which resembles very much the Glassy Cutworm, but

is whiter and has a redder head, is the caterpillar of the Amputating Brocade Motb
(Hadena arctica, Bdv.), a species which also attacks the roots of grasses and grain, Thia

caterpillar does not reach full-growth usually till after

the middle of June."
" Dec. 28.—We broke up about 30 acres of sod

land. The autumn before being so dry, we did not get

it ploughed. Ten acres of this were sown in peas, the

remainder was sown in oats. There were no cutworms
in the peas, but all the oats that were sown on sod were

eaten more or less. About ten acres was eaten clean

out. Following your advice, we turned the turkeys
j.jg_ 9.-The Glassy Cutworm Moth.

and chickens on the fields and have no doubt but they

would have cleaned the cutworms, had it not been that the crows took so many of the

young chickens that we were obliged to bring them home.
" On the eighth of June we sowed with peas and oats, about 3 parts oats to I of

peas. This crop was not injured by the cutworms. We had a very heavy crop which we
cut a little green and are using for fodder."—[J. Yuill & Sons.]

Fig. 8.— The Glassy Cutworm.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN LOCUST
iCaloptenus spretus, Uhler).

It is now some years since any serious injury has been reported in Canada by the

Rocky Mountain Locust, although from time to time mention was made in newspapers

of the temporary spread up into Southern Manitoba, of small swarms from parts of the

Turtle Mountains in North Dakota, where the species breeds probably every year.

Such was the case in the autumn of 1897, and the females were seen laying their eggs

on the farm of Mr. John Scott, near Deloraine. From these eggs enough young locusts

hatched in the spring of 1898 to cause considerable loss in grain crops. The season was
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exceptionally dry, and there was no green thing in the country for the young locusts to

eat except the settlers' grain crops. The injury of this attack was augmented by the

fact that from lack of spring rains a large proportion of the seed grain had failed to

germinate, and, consequently, all crops were very thin on the ground.

I visited the infested localities, in company with Mr. Hugh McKellar, Chief Clerk
of the Manitoba Department of Agriculture, and drove with him to all the places at

which it was known that locusts had been observed. None of the farmers, with the

exception of Mr. John Scott, remembered seeing locusts in injurious numbers before.

Considerable damage was done on the farms of Mr. J. H. Urie, Messrs. Leonard and
Robert Sawyer, Mr. John Scott and Mr. D. S. McLeod. The farm of the last named is

at Lennox, the most westerly point visited ; this is just round the spur of the Turtle

Mountains from Deloraine. I was unable to visit some farms said to be infested near
Boissevain, but through the kindness of Mr. Arthur S. Barton, of the Dingle, Bois-

sevain, and Mr. Charles A. Sankey, of Boissevain, I was kept well informed as to th3

visitation and provided with specimens for examination. On ray return to Ottawa and
at the time when the farmers would have finished their harvesting and be at liberty to

plough their land, I prepared the following article upon this important suV>ject, and so

that it might reach as many farmers as possible, sent it to the Farmer's Advocate, which
has a very large circulation and which published it both in its Manitoba and its

general edition. Similar articles were also published in the Weekly Star of Montreal
and two or three in the Winni2)eg Free Press.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN LOCUST.

During last June notices appeared in the newspapers that injury was being done

by grasshoppers or locusts in southern Manitoba. These reports naturally caused much
anxiety among the old settlers who had been in the

Prairie Province at the time of the serious locust

depredations during 1868, 1870, 1872, and 1874.

By instruction of the Honourable Sydney Fisher,

and at the request of the Hon. Thomas Greenway, I

IP- 1A mu T» , TIT i.
• T I.

visited the localities reported to be infested in the
Fig. 10.—The Rocky Mountain Locust. , . . ^.ti i--.i • ^ ^^ pa

beginning or J uly and again m the middle or August.

The reports of injuries to growing crops were found to be correct, and the locust

which was doing the injury was, as in the former invasions referred to, the Hateful or

Rocky Mountain Locust {Caloptenns spretus, Uhler).

The exact identification of the species was in this case a matter of no little

importance, for it is well known that, although there are many kinds of locusts in the

west, none of them are to be feared as crop destroyers to anything like the same extent

as the above named, which has exceptional powers of flight and is gregarious in its

habits. As is usually the case in such matters, when conviction on this point involved

a good deal of extra labour, some farmers were slow to believe that such an ordinary-

looking insect could be so serious an enemy as was claimed by those who recognized in

the grasshopper of this year their old enemy of the early seventies, and doubts were

being cast on the correctness of the identification. This question was at once decided

upon catching a few specimens near Deloraine. To one who has studied these insects it

is, of course, just as easy to distinguish the Rocky Mountain Locust from its near allies

as it is for a farmer to tell wheat from rye, barley or oats.

A good use of this special knowledge was made by Mr. John Scott, who has lived

a few miles south of Deloraine for many years. He noticed a swarm of the locusts to

alight on his farm last autumn, and this spring warned his neighbours to be on their

guard and take some steps to protect their crops, similar to those he himself adopted.

As soon as the grasshoppers hatched he spread rows of dry straw across the field where

they were most numerous ; the young hoppers gathered into these at night in large
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numbers and were destroyed by the straw being set on fire after nightfall. This was
repeated four nights running, and myriads were thus killed before they had spread far

from their hatching grounds or had done any appreciable harm. Had Mr. Scott's

neighbours followed his advice and example, there is no doubt that the loss would have
been much less than was the case in that district last summer.

The area over which the Rocky Mountain Locust occurred in Manitoba this year

was a narrow strip only a few miles in width, lying to the south of Deloraine and
Boissevain, and running along the northern slope of the Turtle Mountains. It is

probable that this locust breeds regularly every year in parts of the Turtle Mountains,

but it is many years since it spread from these breeding grounds north into Manitoba.

It has, however, shown only too well in previous years that it is able to breed and
multiply on our prairie lands when once established there. As, therefore, judging from
the experience of the last twenty years, it is unlikely that fresh swarms will for some
time again spread from their permanent breeding grounds, it is of the utmost importance

that everybody in the infested region should do everything possible to help in exter-

minating this formidable foe. This is particularly the case in the present instance,

because if all will work together complete extermination should be a matter of compa-

rative ease. The life habits of the insect are well understood, and the experience of

farmers living in regions where it occurs much oftener than with us, shows that by
making a very small change in the ordinary methods of working their farms, and at no
very large extra expense, this dire enemy can be practically wiped out, even where eggs

have been laid in enormous numbers.

WHAT TO DO.

It is conceded by all that the best remedy is the ploughing down of the eggs so

deep—five or six inches is sufficient—that when the young locusts hatch in spring they

may not be able to work their way up to the surface. The important things, then, for

Manitoban farmers to do now are to discover where eggs have been laid on their farms

and to see to it that every rod of this land is ploughed either this autumn or next
spring before the young locusts emerge and move off into the crops.

WHERE THE EGGS ARE LAID.

The places where the mother insects lay their eggs can be discovered only by
seeing them at work, or by examining the soil carefully for the egg-pods. The time

required for boring the hole and laying the complement of eggs is three or four hours.

The appearance of the insect itself, the
pods and the separate eggs are well

shown of natural size in Dr. Riley's

excellent figure herewith.

The female locust lays her eggs in the
ground, about an inch beneath the sur-

face, in small pod-like masses, as shown,
in the figure. The egg-pod consists of

a coating of a waterproof mucous ma-
terial, which is deposited at the same
time as the eggs. There are in each
pod about 30 eggs, and each female lays

about three pods during the autumn.
There is only one brood in a season, the
winter being passed in the egg. When
the young locusts hatch, they emerge

Fig. 11. -Locusts laying their eg?:^. through the upper end of the egg-pod.

In Manitoba last season the young hop-

pers were noticed about the 1st of June, but they probably hatched earlv in May,
because it takes seven or eight weeks for the insects to attain full growth, and winged'

hoppers were abundant by July 8th at Deloraine.
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The eggs are laid for the most part in stubble fields. They are very seldom laid in
thick sod or in loose, newly-ploughed earth. In the first case it is difficult for the
female to form the chamber in which she lays her eggs, owing to the numerous roots of
the grasses, and in the second case the burrows could only be made with great difficulty
in the dry, powdery earth. All observers report that eggs are rarely laid in newly-
ploughed and well-harrowed land.

The late Dr. C. Y. Riley wrote :
" The egg may be laid in almost any kind of soil,

but by preference they are laid in bare sandy places, especially on high dry ground,
which is tolerably compact and not loose. . . . Newly ploughed land is not
liked, it presents too loose a surface ; but new breaking is often filled with eggs." (This
is doubtless owing to the firm surface of the sod before backsetting.) " Sandy soil that
is compact, especially when having a south or east exposure, is much chosen ; but in
loose and shifting sand the eggs would perish."

Prof. Otto Lugger, State Entomologist of Minnesota, writing in July, 1889, after
examining a district which had been devastated, says as to the places chosen for egg-
laying : "A close inspection soon revealed the fact that fields with last year's stubble
contained large numbers of eggs, whilst stubble land of the previous year and older con-
tained none or but very few. . . . There were some eggs in denuded spots of
timothy fields ; ... where the timothy plants covered the ground entirely no
eggs could be detected ; a similar observation was made in pastures ; if well sodded, no
eggs ; if bare of vegetation, a few could be detected. No eggs could be found in the
native prairie land, and but a few along roads and the elevated beds of railroads."

In the Special Bulletin issued on this subject by the North Dakota Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1891, it is stated : "As the eggs are never laid in thick Sod nor
in loosely ploughed earth, it will be seen that the ploughing need not extend to any
land except the stubble fields."

From the foregoing extracts by three of the leading authorities on the subject, it is

evident that if farmers will attend carefully to their stubble lands, where by far the
greatest proportion of the eggs are laid, there is every hope that next year there may be
no trouble from locusts ; but, at the same time, it must be borne in mind that unless

all help, there were certainly sufficient locusts this year in the district I visited, for the
young to commit serious depredations next year, and to spread over a much wider area
in the Province.

Remedies.

Ploughing.—The remedy above all others, as stated above, which has given satis-

factory results is the ploughing down of the eggs, and although harrowing has been
recommended by some, it cannot be relied on. Knowing the importance of giving

definite advice to the farmers of southern Manitoba, I corresponded with the State

Entomologists of Minnesota and North Dakota, both of whom have had extensive

experience in fighting the Rocky Mountain Locust. I submit herewith quotations from
recent letters giving most valuable information

:

" St. Anthony Park, Minn., August 2.3.—Ploughing from 4 to i\ inches deep is

the only true remedy. It is not necessary to plough during the fall, though best ; if

ploughed early in the spring the surface of the field will become quite compact by rain,

even by the wind. None or but very few young locusts will reach the surface, and
these will starve before reaching plants upon which to feed. Permit no stubble fields.

They should all be ploughed, as in them most of the eggs will be deposited. A few
acres of stubble land can and will breed enough locusts to endanger the crops of all the

surrounding fields. In the past I have repeatedly tried the plan of harrowing in the

autumn instead of ploughing, and have invariably failed, since sufficient numbers of

locusts hatched to destroy the crop. In fact, the trouble near Perham was almost

entirely caused by a party who insisted on harrowing the fields containing eggs instead

of ploughing them. He harrowed thoroughly during the autumn, but in spring I

found numerous eggs and egg-pods. At my request he harrowed again in spring (would
not plough) and seeded with a drill. This field was the principal one in which numerous
locusts hatched and from which they migrated to others."—[Prof. Otto Lugger.]
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" Agricultural College, N. Dak., Aug. 30.—There is no question as to the efficacy

of ploughing. Fields lying side by side on the same ridge of land that were visited by
Rocky Mountain Locusts last fall showed this point very clearly. One of the fields was
left unploughed, and from this small area probably 250 bushels of grasshoppers hatched
out, while in the fields that were ploughed no trace of grasshoppers could be found
except as they came from unploughed fields. The farmers in parts of this State find

tliat early fall ploughing gives a much better yield of wheat than either late fall plough-

ing or spring ploughing, and, for this reason, as well as for the destruction of the locusts,

we recommend that all fields in the infested localities be ploughed as early as possible.

" So far as ploughing simply to destroy the eggs of the locusts, there is no reason

why this need be done in the fall any more than in the following spring. In fact, in

the localities where grasshoppers appeared this year, fields that were ploughed immedi-
ately before seeding were as free as those ploughed shortly after harvest, though the

ground in both cases was undoubtedly filled with eggs.

" Now, in regard to harrowing, there is no doubt that if the egg masses are brought
to the surface and broken at this time of the year the vitalit}' of the eggs will be
destroyed. The only question connected with harrowing is how thoroughly the egg-

masses will be broken up. Where soil is firm I have recommended harrowing, and then
cross-harrowing, so as to disturb every portion of the surface. The disk harrow used
for pulverizing sod about five or six weeks after breaking would probably do good work
if the ground is too firm for the ordinary harrow. The heavy rains which usually come
in August and September here, compact the soil so much that ordinary harrowing would
probably fail to serve the purpose. Disking the fields immediately after harvest would
leave the soil in such loose condition that the insects would probably avoid that locality

for egg-laying."—[Prof. C. B. Waldron, Horticulturist, N. Dak., Agr. Exp. St.]

To secure the best results as far as the destruction of the locusts is concerned, fall

ploughing is undoubtedly the most effective method ; but, if from press of other work
it is impossible to plough all land which was under crop this year, much good may be
done by early spring ploughing before the insects hatch or before they are large enough
to move from their hatching grounds to adjacent crops. Stubble land which it is

intended to summer-fallow next year must be turned down, if possible, before the 1st of

June, and at the latest by the middle of that month.

Other Remedies.—Should grasshoppers, notwithstanding all precautions, be found
abundant, farmers may have recourse to burning by means of strips of straWj as was
done by Mr. Scott this year, or to the use of hopper-dozers or tar pans, which are imple-

ments made of sheet-iron, containing some tar or coal oil in the bottom, A cheap and

Fig. 12.—Grasshopper Dozer.

simple plan of one of these, costing from $1.50 to $2, was described many years ago by
Prof. Riley. It consists of a strip of sheet-iron, 8 or 10 feet long, turned up 1 inch in

front and 1 foot behind, with pieces soldered in at the ends (or made of wood) and hooks
placed in front at both ends for the attachment of ropes. If to run on rough ground,

it will be better to put runners, H or 2 inches high, underneath Into this put a layer

of coal tar h inch deep, or water and coal oil. The implement can be drawn by a boy at

each end, or by a horse if preferred. {Farmer's Advocate, Winnipeg, 5 Oct., 1898.)
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When examining the insects on Mr. Leonard Sawyer's farm a' few miles south of
Deloraine, on 8th July, Mr. Sawyer took me to a ravine where he had noticed a great
many dead locusts lying among the grass. These were found to have been destroyed
by the larvae of a dipterous parasite. By digging down into the ground beneath the
dead locusts, from 1 to 8 of these larvae could be found, and the dead locusts were so
numerous that they lay in every direction among the grass at a distance of only an inch
or two from each other. Tachina flies and Flesh-flies were extremely abundant. Upon
catching several of the locusts in both the pupal and the perfect stages, by far the larger
proportion of them were found to contain the maggots of a fly, and in addition a great
many of them were infested with locust mites, Tro?Jibidi»im locustarum, Riley. Although
many of the maggots of .the parasites had buried, none were found which had hardened
into brown puparia. This was on 8th July, which may be considered the time when
the first brood of maggots leaves the locusts. These latter were just passing the last

moult and assuming the winged form. They were hanging in every direction from the
stems of grasses, stretching their tissue-paper-like wings by means of their long hind
legs. A box was filled wdth the parasitic maggots and from these were bred (22nd to

26th July), both at Ottawa and by Dr. Scudder, at Boston, large numbers of a flesh-fly

which has been named through the kindness of Mr. D. W. Coquillett, of "Washington,
and pronounced to be " a species of Sarcophaga near incerta, Walker." They were
bred from the living locusts, some of the larvae being actually taken from insects caught
flying in the field.

Dr. Scudder, who kindly furnished me with this identification, also named some
other locusts taken at Deloraine among the specimens of M. spretus, as Melanoplus ailanis,

Riley, M. minor, Scudd., Cammila pellucida, Scudd., and Gomphoceriis sp.

Efforts were made during the past autumn to discover where eggs were laid and to

secure specimens, but all to no avail. Many observers in all the infested localities tried

to help me in this matter, but none could find that eggs had been laid. The weather
was exceptionally dull and wet. Notwithstanding that no eggs could be found, farmers
are earnestly urged to plough all the stubble land that is possible, and endeavour to do
this before the middle of June, whether it is to be cropped or summer-fallowed. This
matter is one of far too much importance for any one to run the risk of trusting to luck

that all will be well, when so much is at stake. Although no eggs have been found, I

observed the locusts copulating on 17th August, and large numbers of healthy females

wdth their abdomens well filled with eggs.

I append extracts from letters referring to this outbreak in which most of the

points of importance are brought forward :

—

"Boissevain, July 9.—I received your letter respecting the locust invasion in

southern Manitoba. I have made general inquiries and had extracts from your letter

published in local papers. So far, no one has observed any parasitic destruction of the

pests ; but that may have been from the fact that, soon after I reported to you, the colony

which appeared close to the bush on two farms near here seemed to disperse in a

northerly direction. Some were found three miles north of the point where they first

appeared. Of course, in this scattered fashion no immediate or general destruction of

crops has been observed, but the danger may be all the more serious for another year.

I understand that extensive precautions are being taken to the south in the way of deep

ploughing, &c."—[Charles A. Sankey.]

"Boissevain, August 14.—I have been unable to discover any number of dead

locusts or any of the parasites you asked about. The swarm is now scattered over a

distance of a five or six mile radius from the spot where they were first observed, in

varying numbers ; we have them here in small quantities. I found one farm, near the

bush, where small patches of the wheat heads appeared to have been stripped of the

grains, and I discovered a few locusts and a number of several species of ordinary grass-

hoppers in the grass surrounding the field. I hope you will discover from your

investigations that the danger for next year is, after all, not so great as we fear, but I

do trust that if there is any danger you will not minimise it in the least, as farmers

are only too ready to put off the thought of an evil day, especially if they can avoid
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thereby any present inconvenience or expense. There are a number, however, who are

only waiting for your report to take energetic action, should you consider it neces-

sary."—[Arthur S. Barton.]
" Boissevain, September 10.—I have not yet found any eggs of locusts. They

are still pairing, and great numbers can be found on the lee side of the wheat stooks.

Is there any distinguishing mark on the ground where they lay their eggs 1
"—[Charles

A. Sankey.]
" Deloraine, September 14.—I met Mr. D. Steedsman to-day. He has his

man ploughing the ground you advised him to, and the man reported that he had not

seen a single grasshopper. Yesterday, Mr. Steedsman himself went with the plough all

round the field and did not see a single grasshopper nor any trace of eggs. Per contra

I have noticed several hoppers six miles north of Deloraine. There is one point which
it may be of importance to mention : during the two weeks preceding Friday, 9th

September, we had very unusual weather—cloudy, heavy fogs by night, occasional

heavy showers of rain, one especially so on Friday, 2nd September, when for two hours
we had a perfect deluge. On Thursday, 8th September, we had a sharp frost, since

which the weather has cleared, but to-d^'^y (lith September) is again cloudy and threat-

ening rain."—[Dr. Robert S. Thornton.]
" Boissevain, September 24.—" I have not been able to discover any locust eggs

as yet, and I have delayed writing in the hope of finding some. There are locusts on
tearly every stook of grain. They are still mating, but appear very sluggish, fre-

quently being lifted on to the stack on the sheaf and not attempting to move ; this is

principally in cloudy weather. I have scraped and dug, and examined (and so have my
friends and neighbours), but so far we have not discovered a single egg. Can you tell

me, if not too late, if there is any indication or mark left on the surface of the ground
that would guide one in looking for the eggs?

" I saw a pretty sight last Friday ; a large flock of Black-headed Terns or gulls

came swooping down the field ; dividing at the leeward side, they ranged the rows of

stooks to the other side of the field ; returning with the wind in a body, they again and
again quartered the field. I was near enough to see them picking the locusts off the
stooks as they passed. I came to the conclusion that it was not their first experience,

and it would be interesting to learn if their absence this summer was due to locusts

further south (in Minnesota), or whether their usual breeding place at Whitewater
Lake was too dry for them. In other years we have a constant procession of them
backwards and forwards from the lake to the bush, and constantly they follow the plough,
picking grubs and larvae out of the freshly turned furrows."—[Arthur S, Barton.]

" Boissevain, October 22.—I have made a close search for eggs of locusts, but so

far with no result. Mr. Barton has also been unsuccessful, though it seems almost
incredible to think that none have been laid ; apparently a disaster in the shape of a
severe snow-storm and frost has destroyed them. I do not think more than one supply
of eggs can have been laid."—[Charles A. Sankey.]

"Deloraine, November 14.
—

"With regard to grasshopper eggs : I have not written
to you sooner because I had no information to give you. I have scraped and looked
on our wheat stubble and on my neighbours' fields and have seen but one female
loaded with eggs and no eggs in the ground. I heard of some being found two
miles north-east of here and I went there to get some, but I could not find any. Mr.
David Steedsman said that they had all moved north from his place and he did
not think that there were any eggs laid on his land. Mr. Leonard Sawyer says he
saw numbers of small grasshoppers full of eggs. I caught lots of them, and a good
many had those worms in them which you showed me when you were here. I

do not think many eggs have been laid here, where we had them thickest last year.

The grasshoppers seem to have moved north and jsast and cover more territory

than they did last year. While some farmers have ploughed a good deal of land, the
fall has been so backward and the harvest prolonged that people have, on the
whole, done very little work. I believe we all intended to follow your instructions

as much as possible, but now we are frozen up. I heard of eggs being found 8 miles
north of Deloraine, through reading your description of them in the Weekly Star.
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I may find some yet, and if I do will forward them to you without delay. I am very
much afraid the province may have more hoppers next year than most people have any
idea of. I know that Mr. C. A. Young was trying to got information to send you, but
he has nothing definite, so has not written lately."—[John Scott.]

Another outbreak of locusts occurred in the Nicola Valley in British Columbia.
This was brought to my notice by Mr. Hewitt Bostock, M.R, who also forwarded speci-

mens for examination.

Reports were also received from Mr. Pooley and Mr. Sidney J. Solomon as follows :

—

" Nicola Lake, B.C., September 7.—Yours received re grasshoppers. I am
sending by this mail some grasshoppers and their eggs, which I hope will be of some
use to you in determining the species. The injury done by the hoppers was principally

to the ranges and bunch grass pasture fields : also considerable injury to the oats, by
their eating off the small stem which connects the grain with straw, and consequently
all the oats were lodged on the ground. Injury to wheat, not any

;
peas, scarcely per-

ceptible. This is the second time the grasshoppers have appeared in our valley. The
first time (which was in 1890) they made complete havoc, and unless something happens
TO destroy the eggs before hatching, it will be very little use putting in a crop next
spring. The eggs are deposited on gravel and sandy hills (about an inch below the
surface). Some of the eggs seem to have become dried, but the majority are quite
fertile. Nearly all the grasshoppers have disappeared and a great many have died."

—

[William Pooley.]
" Nicola Lake, B.C., Dec. 3L—I could not grow enough feed fo keep any quantity

of hogs. The grasshoppers were very bad last summer and laid their eggs, so that we
are expecting our crops will be all eaten by them next year. I shall put in very little

wheat or oats, but principally peas and potatoes, as they do not bother these crops so

much."—[Sidney J, Solomon.]
The early disappearance of the locusts mentioned by Mr. Pooley would indicate the

probable presence of parasitic insects or some fungous disease. As it was important to

know the exact identification of the species which were committing these depredations,

the specimens received were forwarded to Dr. Scudder, who reported :

—

" Cambridge, Mass., U.S., Dec. 2.—The mass of the material was a species of

Trimerotropis, probably cincta, Thom. Out of the balance, I made out Camnula peUucida,

Scudd., (many specimens), Circotettix verruculatus, Kirby, and Melanoplus atlanis,

Riley.»_[Dr. S. H. Scudder.]

The most numerous species was Camnula pellucida, which is sometimes extremely
abundant and destructive in the West. This was the case between Kelowna and
Vernon, B.C., in 1895.

In the case of this species, undoubtedly the use of hopper-dozers before the locusts

have developed their wings would be attended with good results, and if, as is frequently

the case with Camnula pellucida, the places chosen for egg laying are restricted areas,"

these may be treated early in June with much less trouble than later.

The poisoned bran remedy recommended for cutworms, page 190, has also been
found very effective againts locusts in California.

When the eggs are found to be laid in cultivated ground, the ploughing of this in

fall or spring would destroy all the young locusts contained in these eggs, and, if cir-

cumstances would permit of it, it might be tried in the Nicola Valley, by placing several

small piles of the poisoned bran in the hatching grounds. This material seems to have
a wonderful attraction for the locusts.
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VEGETABLES AND ROOT CROPS
Cutworms.—The complaints of injury to garden vegetables and root crops have

been this year fewer than usual, most references to the ordinarj/ garden pests, such as

cutworms. Tarnished Plant-bug, plant-lice, etc., being merely to mention their absence.

In the province of Quebec, however, there was serious loss in some localities from cut-

worms, both in gardens and field crops. Very few specimens were submitted for ex-

amination, so only general instructions could be given. If correspondents would always

send in specimens with their inquiries it would be far easier for the Entomologist and
Botanist to give definite information and instructions, and he could thus be of more
service to inquirers than is now sometimes the case when no specimens are forwarded.

"Quebec, June 14.—We are receiving from diffferent parts of the province of

Quebec letters informing us of the immense damage which is being done to vegetables

by the plague of cutworms, against which our farmers do not appear to have any means
of protecting themselves."— [S. Sylvestre, Secretary, Dept. Agr.]

" Causapscal, Rimouski Co., 30th May.—I am instructed by the Directors of the

Agricultural Circle to send you the accompanying specimens of caterpillars which are

occurring here in large numbers and eating up completely our peas, at first the stems
and then even the seed pease in the earth. Farmers have been obliged to sow their

fields of peas over again. Can you tell us where this pest comes from, how long it will

continue to devastate our crops, what it will change to, and above all the best means of

destroying it? If we are not able to check this plague, our crop will be a total failure."

—[V. O. Morrissette.]

As specimens accompanied this inquiry it was seen at once that they were the so-

called Black Army-worm {Noctua fennica, Tausch.) and had reached full-growth, so that

the application of a remedy was not necessary. These caterpillars were also somewhat
abundant in gardens at Ottawa, where they attacked every kind of vegetables, and also to

some extent in clover fields. This insect is one which from time to time appears suddenly
in large numbei's, and then does a good deal of harm. In the last stage of its growth it

is a voracious caterpillar which eats indiscriminately almost every kind of vegetation.

Prof. Lugger, who treats of it under the name of the Erratic Army-worm, when record-

ing an outbreak which occurred in the State of Minnesota, says that :
" The caterpillars

devoured every green thing upon the face of the ground. They preferred, however,
such plants as were bitter, hence the foliage of cherries, willows, poplars and sumachs
was the first to be eaten. After these nearly all others were devoured."

From my own observations of several occurrences of this insect at Ottawa I believe

its natural food plants to be the Leguminosse—cultivated peas and clover being par-

ticularly relished. The early maturing of the caterpillars (generally by the end of May
or very early in June) frequently prevents the injuries of this insect from being as

serious as they might be and actually often seem to be. In 1891 a three-acre field of

peas upon the Central Experimental Farm was swept bare by an ai'my of these cater-

pillars. The damage was stopped promptly by spraying a strip 5U feet wide ahead of

the caterpillars with Paris green, one pound in 100 gallons of water, to which 4 pounds
of soap had been added to make the solution adhere to the pease. This was applied
willi knapsack sprayers. Although the pea plants were eaten down entirely on thi'ee

acre's of the field mentioned, owing to the injury being done so early, the plants threw
out fresh roots and gave actually a better crop than an equal area in the uninjured
portion of the field.

Professor Lugger gives a similar instance in his Second Annual Report, as follows :

"N(jr was the actual damage done very great, as all the wild plants soon recovered and
made a denser growth. The cereals which had been cut down to the very ground,
assisted by the moist warm days which followed this invasion, not only recuperated
but were in some cases even improved as they stooled better than those not cut by
the worms."
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The full-grown caterpillar is a handsome creature between 1^ inches and If inches
in length, cylindrical in shape, about tV of an inch in diameter. The general colour
being velvety black, with white longitudinal stripes; head, red, black in front; legs,

reddish. The dorsal area is more or less shaded with brick red ; dorsal stripe of velvety-

black diamond-shaped marks ; the lower edges of the dorsal area clearly detined by a
black line, shaded beneath with an equally distinct white thread; sides dull-black,

spotted with a few white points which hardly form a line. Spiracles black ; sub-

stiginatjjl band distinct, white and undulating, bearing in the centre a very ragged
black line washed with yellow, the upper margin dipping below each spiracle and then
running up considerably higher than it towards the posterior margin of each segment.
Ventral surface semi-translucent, dusky, mottled with white, the green contents of the

body showing through the thin skin. When full-grown, about the end of May, the

caterpillars burrow rather deeply into the ground and turn to dark brown chrysalids

from which the moths emerge about a month or six weeks later. The perfect insect is

for a cutworm moth handsome, and all the markings are sharply defined. It expands
about 1^ inches across the wings. The upper wings are dark blackish-brown, the orbi-

cular and reniform spots white, bearing a few yellow or reddish scales and outlined

with black. In the male the inner margin of the. upper wings is yellowish brown,
by which this sex can be recognized at once. The lower wings are gray, darker at the

margins. There is in Professor Lugger's Second Report a beautiful plate by L. M. Hart,
showing the caterpillars, the chrysalis and the perfect moths.

Remedies.—When the Black Army-worm attacks field crops, remedial measures
must be taken with due regard to the nature and condition of the crop to be protected.

In all instances which I have seen when the caterpillars were abundant enough to march
in swarms, it has been possible to forestall them by adopting the well known methods

used against the true Army-worm, namely,,

running a deep furrow in advance of 'them,

burning them in wind-rows of straw, or poison-

ing them by spraying a strip of the vegetation

before they reach it, with a strong poisonous

mixture. In gardens, they may be advantage-

ously combated by the same methods used

against other cutworms. Owing to their large

size at the time when garden vegetables are

very small, two or three caterpillars can in a
.siingle night work terrible havoc in young
vegetables grown in rows. This was the case

at Ottawa last spring where the larvae of this

species worked at the same time with the cater-

pillars of the White Cutworm {Carneades

scandens, Riley, Fig. 13) and the Red-backed Cutworm {Carneades ochrogaster, Gn.) and
all three species were particularly troublesome in radish beds.

Fig. 13.—The White Cutworm.

The White-Cutworm (Carneades scandens, Riley), " The Climbing Cutworm '

of i)r. Riley, is an uncommon species at Ottawa and has not been sent in from else-

where, although it is recorded as having done much damage to orchard trees iu

Western Ontario some years ago. The full-grown caterpillar measures about
1 J inches

in length. Its general «olour is a pinkish white. The head, the thoracic feet and the

thoracic and anal shields are yellowish-brown, dotted with minute black points The
spiracles are deep black and the piliferous tubercles very dark, but not so black as

the spiracles. This cutworm is easily recognized by its delicate whitish almost glaucous

colouring. I was surprised to find it in large numbers at Ottawa in a garden with

only two small poplar trees growing near. These were in no way injured, but it

seemed as though the cutworms spread from a bed of Couch-grass (Agropyrum rejjens,

Beauv.) which was growing at the base of one of these trees. The White Cutwonn
passes the winter about half grown, but in the piece of sandy land where the attack
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referred to occurred some individuals did not revive until a surprisingly late date

last spring, namely, the end of May. Some half grown specimens were dug from the

bed of Couch-grass in November last. The moths expand about \^ inches across the

wings. The general colour of the forewings is pearly bluish-gray, tinged in some speci-

mens with pink or brown scales ; different specimens vary very much in distinctness of

the transverse lines, but all show a well defined white subterminal line shadowed on the

inner side by a row of dark triangular marks, and the reniform spot shows more distinctly

than any of the other markings. Hind wings whitish, with a broad, pale fuscous band

and discal spot. Head and body concolorous with the forewings.

Remedies.—When it is known that cutworms are abundant in gardens or even in

fields, much can be done by the use of well-known and well tried remedies to destroy

them and prevent injury. SeveM.1 correspondents have borne testimony to the benefits

of clean culture, by which all haulms, vines, stems and leaves of crops which had been

gathered were promptly destroyed and the land kept free from weeds, so that the female

cutworm moths when egg laying were not attracted to the spot. The banding of

freshly set out annual plants, eithei with rings of paper or tin, has as usual given good

results. An enterprising Ottawa firm, Messrs. Taylor and Gilbert, has put out a device

made of a specially prepared stiff paper 10 inches long by 3 wide, called the Taylor

Plant Protector for tobacco, cabbage, tomatoes, etc. These are stated to be a sure pro-

tection against cutworms, cold winds, light frosts, etc. The price, less than $1 a thou-

sand, brings them within the reach of ail. A great many were used at the Experimental

Farm both in this Division and by the Horticulturist and were found to be extremely

satisfactory. Cutworm injuries are of so nuch interest to every grower of vegetables,

flowers and fruits in all parts of the Dominion, that I think it well to draw attention to

the above device. I may mention that identically the same thing has been used for

many years by Mr. George Thurber, of Upton Village, Qua, to protect tobacco plants-

from frosts and cutworms.

The most striking results have been obtained from the use of the poisoned bran

remedy, which consists of a mixture of bran and Paris green in the proportion of

50 of the former and 1 of the latter. In making this mixture (which may be applied

either wet or dry) it is best to dampen the bran slightly with water containing a

little sugar. After mixing thoroughly, so that the whole mass may be permeated

very slighly with moisture, add the Paris green by shaking on a very little at a

time and stirring it in. If the Paris green be added to the bran when it is perfectly

dry, it will, owing to its weight, sink at once to the bottom when stirred. If it is desired

to use this mixture as a wet application, more sugar and water must be added until it

is of about the same consistency as porridge ; but if to be used dry, a little more dry bran

may be added until the mixture will run through the fingers easily. Mr. F. A. Sirrine,

of Geneva, N.Y., drew attention to the fact that the mixture could be used dry with

even better results than when applied wet. It is far easier to distribute and lasts

longer without getting mouldy. A convenient implement for distributing this poisoned

mixture, among crops which are grown in drills or rows, is a combined wheel hoe and
seed drilL The seed box is filled with the poisoned bran, and lines of it are run across

the field or along the rows close to the crop. In sandy land it was found convenient first

to run a shallow furrow and then drop the bran into this shelter, which prevented 'the
'

bran from being blown away by the wind. Strange as it may seem, it certainly appeared

as if the bran mixture was more attractive to the cutworms than the living plants.

This remedy is, after all, only a modification of the poisoned trap remedy which

has been used so successfully for many years, and which will continue to find favour

with many, as green succulent vegetation suitable for the purpose is nearly always to

be had, for it must be remembered that any weed will answer the purpose, whereas

bran or shorts would have to be purchased.

The Cutworm Lion (Calosoma calidum, Fab.j.—Cutworms have many enemies.

In addition to various insectivorous birds and small mammals, there is a host of parasitic
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Fig. 14.—Cutworm
Lion beetle.

and predaceous insects which hunt them out and devour them. One
of those most often inquired about is the Fiery Ground beetle
(Fig. 14) and its voracious black grub, the Cutworm lion (Fig. 15).
Specimens of these are sometimes sent in by observant corres-
pondents. The beetle is a large showy and bold species, which is

seen in pastures running about quickly and hunting for its prey.
Too often, we fear, through ignorance as to its good offices it is

destroyed by the many thoughtless people who seem to think that
every insect seen should be stepped upon and killed. The appear-
ance and habits of this good friend of the husbandman should be
known to every one. The beetle is truthfully portrayed life size

at fig. 14. It is a brownish-black beetle, having the wing cases
spotted with coppery red in nearly all of the eastern specimens,
although occasionally a green spotted specimen is seen. In British

Columbian specimens the spots are almost invariably green, the red spotted form
being exceedingly rare. Both as a perfect beetle and as a grub (Fig. 15) this insect

destroys enormous numbers of cutworms. The following letter is similar
to many others which have been received concerning this useful insect

:

" Mattawa, June 25.—I applied to you last June for instructions
how to fight the cutworm which had made a complete havoc of my
garden, and I received your valuable treatise on insects that are destruc-
tive which gave me valuable instructions. I followed your advice and
kept down weeds during the later summer and in the fall. After I

got the crops off I cut all weeds in field comers, raked them up together
with all potato tops and other refuse and burnt all ; the result is that
this year, while the cutworm has destroyed everything in my neigh-

Fig. 15.-^-Cuttronn hours' gardens, they have troubled me very little; in fact, nothing to
Lion. complain of, for of 2,000 plants transplanted, I have not had two per

cent loss caused by the cutworms, and in plants grown from seed what little harm they
may have done was not perceptible. I inclose you a specimen of a little insect that

seems to be a mortal foe to the cutworms. One day recently I noticed a cutworm
making very fast movements and contortions, so I picked it up and found one of these

insects fastened to it just at the bock of the head. I put both into a tin can and
watched for the result of the combat. Several times I caused the insect to loosen its

hold and placed each as far as possible apart ; when the insect was let go it would
immediately attack the cutworm again, always trying to fasten about the back of the

neck. The result was that the cutworm was dead in twenty minutes. On Thursday
last I found the inclosed specimen and then secured a cutworm and put both into a
can, when the combat of the few days previous was renewed, with the same result. I

put two more cutworms, one each time, into the can, and the Hack grub killed both."

—

[C. G. Hurdman.]

The Pea Moth (Semasia nigricana, Steph.).—In previous reports I have referred

to the common injury to green peas, particularly the large late garden varieties, by
the caterpillars of a small moth. During the past summer this insect was found in

many districts, where it had doubtless always occurred, but from which no reports had
been received. One of the localities where the insects has done most harm is Constance,

in Huron Co., Ont. Mr. John McMillan, M. P., puts the loss in 1897 at no less than

one-third of the crop. Up to the present no specimens of the moth have been caught

in the field, but some specimens were reared in the insectary during 1897, which

emerged between the 12th and 15th of July, and last summer three more specimens

emerged at the same dates, namely, from 13th to 15th July. This would indicate that

the natural time for egg laying is not till after the middle of July. Therefore, if peas

are planted in good time and of early varieties—of which there are now several of high

quality—good crops of green peas for the table can be secured before they are liable to

be attacked by the caterpillar of the Pea Moth. At Ottawa several varieties of the

small early peas can be picked by the first week in July, and the first crop of all the
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best large varieties before the end of the month. The caterpillars of the Pea Moth
would not be large enough to enter the pods and injure the green peas at earliest before

the end of the month ; consequently, at Ottawa and in localities with the same summer
climate, green peas for the table can always be grown if early varieties are chosen and

seed is got into the ground in good time. Mr. W. T. Macoun, Horticulturist of the

Central Experimental Farm, has furnished me with the following list of what he con-

siders the six best early varieties and of the dates when they were ready for picking :

—

Alaska June 17 Gradus June 18

American Wonder " 17 Nott's Excelsior " 20

Gregory's Surprise " 17 McLean's Little Gem *« 23

In his annual report for this year is given a list with dates of maturing of 25 of

the best varieties of all kinds. Where peas are grown for the seed they will be injured

in districts where the Pea Moth is prevalent. Experience would indicate that early

sowing is in all cases advantageous, but it is also possible that late sowing, so as to hold

back the podding, if possible, late enough to escape the season of egg-laying, might give

a crop of uninjured seed.

The Pea Weevil {Bruchus pisorum, L.).—This perennial pest is, year after year,

the cause of enormous loss, notwithstanding the fact that millions of the beetles are

destroyed every season in the " bug houses " of the large seed dealers. Prof. 0. C. James

says in his November Crop Report

:

—" Pease seem to have been the most unfortunate

of the grain crops. The drought of the early part of the summer and a frost about the

10th July told upon the growth, and the bug made its appearance in nearly every sec-

tion of the province. Some of those reporting are inclined to take a discouraging view

of the outlook for pea growing, owing to this pest."

It is probable that there has been some confusion in the reports of which the above

extract is a summary, between the injury of the Pea Weevil and that of the Pea Moth.

The distribution of the Pea Weevil is very much more restricted than that of the Pea
Moth, and there are large areas in the province of Ontario where the highest quality of

seed pease can be grown without any danger of infestation by the Pea Weevil.

The Bean Weevil {Bruchus obtectus. Say).

—

Attack.—Small beetles closely

resembling in shape and movements the Pea Weevil, bat only half its size, namely, -^^

of an inch long, oval in form, with the head bent down and more or less concealed as

seen from above, and prolonged into a short squarely cut snout. Antennae distinctly

jointed and enlarging towards the tip ; the first 4 and the last joints reddish. The wing

covers marked with ten impressed and dotted longitudinal lines. Tbe whole body

covered with short silky hairs. The lines on the wing covers are broken up into pale

yellowish dashes and dark brown spots. The tip of the abdomen extends beyond the

wing covers and is of the same reddish tinge as the tips of the antennae and the legs,

but is covered more or less with short silky hairs and bears a central white line, but

there is no appearance of the two black spots which are so conspicuous in the Pea Weevil.

The life-history of the Bean Weevil differs in some important points from that of

the Pea Weevil. The eggs of both are laid upon the pods while these are young and

tender. On hatching, the young grub of the Bean Weevil eats its way inside and pene-

trates one of the forming beans, several grubs entering a single bean, each one forming for

itself a distinct cell. They become full-grown and change to puppe in the autumn and a

little later to the perfect beetles. The date of emergence from the seed depends very

much, as in the case of the Pea Weevil, on the temperature in the autumn months; it

may be in the late autumn or not until the spring ; when the seed beans are stored in a

warm building, the beetles may emerge at any time through the winter. One of the

important differences between the life-histories of the Pea and Bean weevils is that,

whereas in the case of the former the young grubs can only enter the soft green seeds,

those of the Bean Weevil can propagate for three or four generations in the dry stored

seeds. This fact renders the well known domestic remedy for the Pea Weevil of holding

over the seed for two years quite ineffective in the case of the Bean Weevil ; that is, if a
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bag of pease infested with Pea Weevil were put away for two years, the Pea Weevils
would emerge the first spring and die in the bags. But, in the case of a bag of beans
infested by the Bean Weevil kept in the same way, the beetles on emerging would at

once set to work laying eggs upon the beans. The young grubs when hatched would
penetrate the dry seeds and go through all their stages, and this breeding might be
repeated as long as the supply of beans lasted. Curiously enough, the Pea Weevil does
not bore holes through the paper or cotton bags in which infested seed has been stored,

but in the case of the Bean Weevil such bags are readily pei'forated and the beetles

escape,—frequently, when this happens in houses, as is sometimes the case, to the great
consternation of the inhabitants.

The Bean Weevil seems to be a cosmopolitan species, the original home of which
was in Asia. It was probably introduced into America through commerce and has been
the cause of considerable damage in various States of the American Union. It has been
mentioned in the reports of several United States entomologists, full articles being given

by Professors Riley, Popenoe and Lintner. There has been a great deal of discussion

as to the proper name of the species. The last decision seems to be that the beetle

should be called Bruchus ohtectus of Say. The Bean Weevil has never been recorded as

an injurious insect in Canada until the present year, when I received from Mr. B. Gott,

of Strathroy, Middlesex Co., Ont., specimens of the beetles and some seed beans which
had been entirely destroyed for seed or food purposes. Each seed had been so perforated

and the contents eaten away that it could be crushed with gentle pressure between the

fingers. These specimens answered in every particular to Dr. Riley's description of

Bruchusfahce given in his Third Missouri Report, but authorities now consider that

B.fabce, Rileyj and B. ohtectus, Say, are identical.

Mr. Gott stated that the beans had been held over from the spring in strong pa2:)er

bags and put away in a cool room. At the time of his writing, December, 1898, large

numbers of the beetles had been found in his house. They were thought at first to be

Pea Weevils, but Mr. Gott noticed that they were different, and after some search found

that they came from the bags of beans, of which the paper was perforated with nume-
rous holes.

Remedies.—As in the case of the Pea Weevil, the best remedy for this insect is the

destruction of the weevils inside the beans as soon as possible after the crop is ripe.

Fumigation with bisulphide of carbon is the best treatment in every way. It must not

be forgotten that this liquid and its vapour are very dangerous to use, owing to their

extreme inflammability. The most convenient way to fumigate seed is to place it in an
ordinary coal oil barrel and pour on the beans one ounce of the bisulphide of carbon for

every 100 pounds of grain, then close the barrel tightly, first with a wet canvas or

cloth and, on the top of this, boards which should be left undisturbed for two days at

least.

The Carrot Rust-fly {Psila rosce, Fab.), mentioned in my last report, has been

sent in as having appeared in injurious numbers at two new localities in the province

of Quebec and also occurred in small numbers at Ottawa. This year white field carrots

were attacked, as well as red ones. The semi-transparent yellowish maggot \ of an inch

long perforates the roots in every direction, leaving dirty brown burrows. The maggots

are blunt at the tail end, but taper towards the head, where is a black hooked tip

forked at the base, by means of which the maggots burrow their way through the roots.

The pupa-case is reddish-brown and, as a rule, is found in the earth outside the carrots.

The mature fly is \ of an inch long, bright shining black with yellow legs and red eyes.

There are at least two broods, if not more, in a season.

This is a serious pest of the carrot, rendering the roots quite unfit for table use. Its

occurrence, however, has been intermittent, bad attacks one year being sometimes

followed the next season by a total absence of injury.

" Knowlton, Brome Co., Que., July 6.—I send you to-day by mail a little box in

which are a few carrots badly infested by a small white maggot. Nearly one-third of

my patch of carrots are dead from the eff'ects of it, and it is only a few days since they

86—13
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be^an eating them. Can you give me any information as to what to do to get rid of

them? What is it that lays the eggs? It is something new to me as I never noticed them

before."—[J. Raymond Ball.]

"Quebec, Oct. 18.—I send you herewith a White Belgian carrot. My crop this

year has been almost ruined by this disease, which you will be able to examine on the

samples sent to you. Please tell me what is the matter and how to prevent it."

" Quebec, Oct. 27.—In reply to your inquiry as to whether my crop is the only one

in this neighbourhood which has been injured by the Carrot Rust- fly, I beg to inform

you that this year is the first that I have known the carrots to be injured by this fly. I

secured a superb crop from the same field last year without any trace of the disease.

My farm is situated at Ste. Marie, Beauce, and all the crops of carrots in the district

have been attacked by the fly this season."—[A. B. Dupuis.]

Remedies.—Spraying the carrots along the rows with kerosene emulsion, 1 part to

10 of water, by means of a knapsack sprayer, or sprinkling along the rows dry sand,

land plaster or ashes, with which coal oil has been mixed at the rate of half a pint to 3

gallons of the diluent, or crude carbolic acid at the rate of half a pint in 5 gallons, are the

only applications which I know to have been used to any advantage. This should be

done once a week through June from the time the roots begin to form and particulai'ly

after the rows have been thinned. Late sowing has also been found very useful.

Changing the location of the beds as far as possible from infested land has also been

attended with excellent results and this common sense precaution should always be prac-

tised, when possible, in the case of all attacks of injurious insects. Where carrots are

stored during the winter in sand or earth, this, of course, must be treated to destroy the

pupje which leave the roots and enter the soil to pass their last preparatory stage. Miss

Ormerod suggests that this earth might be put into a wet manure pit so as to prevent

the hatching out of the flies. Should neither of these methods be convenient, at any
rate, the earth might be buried in a deep hole dug in the ground for the purpose.

The Turnip Aphis {Aphis brassicce, L.)—One of the worst attacks upon root crops

this year has been by the Turnip Aphis. In many parts of Ontario Swede turnips were

badly injured. In Manitoba, likewise, an outbreak of this pest was brought to my
notice by Mr. Bedford. The following extracts bring out the chief points upon which
information was asked by correspondents :

—

" Eddystone, Northumberland Co., Ont., Sept. 2.—On account of the very

hot weather, lice are threatening to destroy the turnip crop in this part of the country.

Is there any cure or preventive for it 1 Can spraying be successfully done 1
"—[W. G.

Sargent.]

"Sherwood, York Co., Ont., Nov. 25.—In reply to your letter I would state

that lice on turnips are not an entirely new pest, but they have never appeared in such

numbers or with such destructiveness as this year, They have appeared in past years

in small patches and were not considered very damaging. I think the reason that they

were so numerous was the dry weather, as we had no rain from 1st July till the begin-

ning of September, and it was exceedingly hot also. It wilted the mangel leaves in

some localities. In the townships east and south of us, where they had more rain, the

injury to the crop was not so great. In answer to your other question, I notice that the

pest was destructive on all soils except perhaps some very low wet soils where sufficient

moisture was obtained to keep up a steady growth."—[James H. Keffer.]

"Morden, Man., Sept. 28.—I send herewith a turnip leaf infested with some sort of

insect. Last fall the same insect attacked the turnips, destroying the crop entirely.

The root starts to decay as soon as the plant is attacked. All the turnips in this dis-

trict went the same way. I should like to know what can be done to save the crop

another year. I am taking up those turnips not already affected.

" Morden, Man., Dec. 28.—When you replied to my inquiry re turnip aphis, you
asked me whether there had been much damage done in this neighbourhood. I have been
inquiring of those who grow turnips, and find that nearly all the turnips in this district

were damaged. In some cases the turnips were not attacked till late in the fall, and
these were not damaged to any great extent."-—[Alfred Bradshaw.]
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The plant-louse which does most harm to the Swede turnips in Canada, is the same
species which is also sometimes destructive to cabbage and is better known as the Cab-
bage Aphis. It does not usually appear on turnips until August, and is stated by many
correspondents to be worst in dry years. There is a general impression that nothing
can be done to prevent injury, and as a consequence these insects are, as a rule, left un-
molested and a great loss sometimes occurs.

Remedies.—At the time these plant-lice first appear in fields, they are nearly always
found in patches of restricted area. These should be looked for at the time the turnips
are hoed and thinned, when good service may be done by simply hoeing out the infested
plants and, having pulled some earth over them with the hoe, then pi-essing it down
firmly with the foot. When the plant-lice are too numerous for this simple treatment,
the plants should be promptly sprayed with a knapsack sprayer, using as an insecticide

kerosene emulsion, 1 part to 9 of water, or whale-oil soap, 1 pound in 8 gallons of water.

Root Maggots in turnips are seldom complained of in the West, where radishes are

grown to the greatest perfection. Occasionally, however, there is a local outbreak
of these troublesome insects. Mr. T. N. Willing, of Sylvan Glade, near Olds, Alta.,

sends specimens of the Cabbage Root-maggot {Phorhia hrassicce, Bouche), which, he
says, " are from a larva about f of an inch long, whitish with black hooks at end, which
feeds in the Swede turnips. From one small turnip I found about 75 had entered the

sand in which I had placed the turnip, and were in the pupa form. I inclose some
•with the flies. I had the turnip in the house about three weeks before these flies hatched
out. Quite a large proportion of my turnips were damaged by this fly, I suppose it

would be well to change the location of my turnip patch next season."

There were, as usual, inquiries from several other parts of Canada where the maggots
of this fly are known to occur injuriously, one of the worst occurrences being along the

shores of the lower St. Lawrence in the province of Quebec, where sad havoc was wrought
in the gardens of the poor fishermen, who have to depend to a large measure on the

products of their gardens. An account of this outbreak was sent to me by Dr. A.
Mackenzie Forbes, of Montreal.

Remedies.—A sure remedy for these troublesome maggots is still much needed.

Every year they are the cause of much loss in crops of great importance to a large

number of people, such as cabbages of all kinds, turnips, radishes, onions, and sometimes

beans and corn. A great many experiments have been tried with the object of discove-

ring something of use. Many materials give partial iaimunity in ordinary seasons, but

in iiad years everything seems after a time to fail.

With onions and radishes, kerosene emulsion of the ordinary strength, 1 to 9, or

carbolic soap-wash sprayed along the rows once a week gave tolerably good results,

indeed some of the best results of many applications tried. The carbolic wash was

made as follows : Dissolve 2 quarts soft soap in one gallon of boiling water, add 1

pint crude carbolic acid ; when required for use, take 1 part with 50 of water. The
most satisfactory application, but only to a small measure and early in the season, was

White Hellebore or Pyrethrum powder dusted dry along rows of ralishes at the time

they appeared above ground and once a week afterwards. This is only applicable on a

fimall scale. Experiments with kainit showed that this material assisted the plants very

much in outgrowing injury, which in the case of cabbages is of very great importance.

Kainit has also insecticidal value ; but not, I think, to the degree which is claimed

for it. It was tried (i.) broadcasted along the rows of onions and radishes, (ii.) sunk in a

drill close to the rows and (iii.) in solution. When sunk in a drill it seemed to give better

results than with the two other methods. In solution, when used strong enough

to affect the maggots, it also injured the bulbs of the radishes, causing black spots,

which afterwards rotted. Onions, however, were not injured, and the treated rows

were decidedly better than the untreated. Experiments with cabbages showed that the

best results were secured with a mixture of 4 ounces of kainit and 4 ounces of hellebore

in 2h gallons of water, half a teacupful being poured round the base of each cabbage

after" pulling away the soil down to the true roots and applied in the third week of June,

just as soon as the maggots were detected.

86—13^
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Through the kindness of Mr. M. V. Slingerland, of Cornell University, I was sup-

plied with a number of the Goff tarred-paper cards. These are hexagonal pieces of

ordinary tarred building paper, 3 inches in diameter, with a slit from one angle to the
centre, where there is a star-shaped perforation to allow the placing of the card around
the stem of a young cabbage. These were asked for rather too late in the season to

give them a fair trial, but the plants upon which they were tried were well protected

by them, and all those growers of cabbages who have used them speak highly in their

favour.

POTATO INSECTS.

The potato crop in Ontario has been a good one. The seed was got in early and
the plants suiJered no checks from severe frosts. The Colorado Potato Beetle was less

destructive than usual. Fine wealher at the time of digging, except in some parts of

the Maritime Provinces, allowed the crop to be got in in excellent order. There were v^ery

few complaints of insects or potato rot. In Manitoba and British Columbia the only
adverse reports were from the drier sections, where in some instances the sets had failed

to sprout. This was almost entirely where the tubers had been cut before planting.

Moderate-sized whole potatoes had given by far the best results. In the Maritime Provinces
potatoes were not so favourably reported upon as usual, owing to the wet autumn. Mr.
B. W. Chipman, the Secretary for Agriculture of Nova Scotia, in his November Crop^

Report, says :
" The potato crop this season, owing to the rains, which caused a great

deal of rot, is only 68 per cent of an average, just the same as last year, but the prices

have been fair." In Prince Edward Island where potatoes are a crop of very great

importance. Father Burke estimates that there was only half a crop. He says :
" The

crop came up well and showed every sign of being large. The potato beetle came so
late that many thought we were going to escape it. The wet early season was against

its spread ; later the beetles multiplied fast enough, but were controlled by Paris green,

which everybody but those a thousand years behind the age now uses. The potato

beetle did no injury to our crop this year." Several correspondents in Nova Scotia,

Quebec and Ontario refer to the small losses from the Colorado Potato Beetle, but in

Manitoba where this insect is very seldom a serious pest, it occured in injurious numbers
in several places and required constant attention.

White Grubs and Wireworms have been reported as doing more harm to potatoes

than for many years, and unfortunately nothing can be suggested as a remedy. In Nova
Scotia where wireworms are sometimes very destructive in potato fields, it is a practice,

when digging or ploughing up a crop in infested land, to pick up the potatoes

immediately they are dug, when most of the wireworms will be taken with them from
the field. After a short time, the wireworms will leave the potatoes and, if the crop is

gathered in sacks or in carts, when the tubers are emptied out the wireworms will be
found at the bottom and can be killed.

The Four-lined Leaf-bug {Poscilocapsus Uneatus, Fab.).—A somewhat unusual
attack on potatoes, which early in the season appeared as if it might prove serious, was
by the Four-lined Leaf-bug at Carrville, York County, Ont. Mr. J. Lahmer sent

specimens and told of their ravages on some rows of potatoes which
he had seen in a neighbour's garden. In acknowledging receipt the

usual remedies for sucking insects were given and the life-history of

this particular one was described. Later in the season, Mr. Lahmer
wrote that the bugs did not spread further over the potato patch,

but merely remained on the plants first attacked or on the bushes
near by. The owner of the garden when he learnt that they were

fined L^-buff"'^'
^ot a new pest lost interest in the matter and neglected to apply

any remedy. The Four-lined Leaf-bug attacks many kinds of

plants in gardens, having a special liking for sage and mint, currants, gooseberries and
several other plants. The presence of the bugs is easily detected by the numex-ous

brown spots about as big as a pin's head upon the leaves near the tips of the branches.
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The remedies consist of (I.) Spraying the nymphs or partially developed bugs which
cannot fly, with a strong kerosene emulsion (1 to 6) ;

(II.) The jarring or beating of the
nymphs and perfect insects from the attacked plants into open tins containing coal oil

and water; and (III.) The destruction of the eggs, which are always laid in the twigs
of bushes, particularly the currant, near the tips ; these are white, and, as they protrude
slightly through the bark, when once seen they are easily recognized again, and thus
this attack may be controlled to a large measure by winter pruning.

FKUITS.
The fruit crop of Canada has again been a good one. In Ontario, apples, as stated

in the November Crop Report, were considered more than sufficient for home consump-
tion ; very large shipments were made to England and the United States from the
western fruit-growing sections

;
pears, peaches, plums and smaller fruits were also

shipped from many localities. From Nova Scotia, the other large fruit exporting pro-
vince, Mr. R. W. Starr, of "VVolfville, N. S., a successful fruit grower and shipper of
many years' experience in the Annapolis Valley, writes :

" The spring opened early
;

fruit trees showed a mass of bloom everywhere, but cold rainy weather set in , bees
and other insects could not work and pollination was imperfect, especially among apples.

Many orchards that showed much young fruit apparently well set, some ten days later,

had the ground covered with young apples, leaving apparently very few on the trees.

As the season passed on we had frequent showers, but the total rainfall was not more
than usual. All the fruit that set healthily developed rapidly, and the extra size made
up largely for lack of numbers ; the export will, after all, be a good average quantity,

say, 250,000 barrels, and the quality better than usual."

Mr. S. C. Parker, Secretary of the Nova Scotia Fruit Growers' Association, says :

*' The damage to crops this season by insects has, perhaps, been the least of any season
in my experience. All insects noted in the orchard and garden were fewer in numbers
than for some years past. The means of combating these diSerent pests and the best

remedies have been made so widely known that farmers are on the alert to clear them
out when they show themselves. Cutworms were conspicuous by their absence.

Curculio did not appear to be as destructive as usual, at any rate, did not materially

lessen the enormous plum crop. There were no complaints of Codling Moth or Shot-

hole Borer, and the Bud-Moth was not as common as usual. Apples were good, more
than usually free from Black Spot ; the prices were away up and there was a fair crop.

There were two bad enemies, however, of plum trees : the Shot-hole Fungus {Septoria

cerasina, Peck) has devastated many plum orchards, and I expect to see a lot of dead
trees next spring; the Black Knot (Plowrightia morbosa, Sacc.) has been very bad.

Many have about given over fighting it. With plums a drug on the market, the game
is not worth the candle."

With reference to the prevalence of fungous diseases, Mr. R. W. Starr also writes :

*' In most plum orchards rot set in badly, and as a rule, there was more fruit left in

the orchards than was picked for the market. Some kinds were worse than others,

especially Lombards ; whole orchards also were ruined by Leaf Blight and were bare of

foliage when the fruit was two-thirds grown. The Japanese varieties seemed to stand a

wet season better than the descendants of Prunus domestica, L. Burbank did especially

well. Abundance seemed to be rather susceptible to Shot-hole Fungus. Most of our

early peaches rotted on the trees. Red Rust Fungus on the quince formed lumps
somewhat resembling Black Knot in shape. Currants and gooseberries were stripped of

their leaves by a blight, and pears showed more Fire Blight than for many years. You
will gather from the above that fungous diseases have been very prevalent. I think we
must ascribe this to the dull showery weather. I have wondered how the apples

escaped as well as they did. Former experience would have led me to forecast a very

different result."
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It is satisfactory to hear from Prof. F. C. Sears, the Director of the Nova Scotia

School of Horticulture, at Wolfville, N.S., that "Spraying was much more generally

practised this year than ever before, and the results were very satisfactory, especially

so in the use of Bordeaux mixture to control the Black Spot of the apple and the Shot-

hole Fungus of the plum. I held about fifteen spraying meetings in different parts of

the province and induced fruit growers to experiment also for themselves. I sprayed

some rows and left others. The results have been very conclusive in most cases."

In Prince Edward Island, Father Burke says :
" Despite our spraying, we had our

share of apple-worm, some sorts of apples being badly injured ; the season being so wet,

the Bordeaux mixture did not stay on long enough to do its work. Owing to the wet
season, there was also a lot of Black Spot, but, on the whole, we have a fair apple crop."

In British Columbia, fruits of all kinds were abundant, but there was much loss

from insect pests. The two worst enemies of the apple growers were the Apple-fruit

Miner (Argyresthia conjugella, Z.), and the small moth described by Walsh in First

Illinois Report under the, as it has since been ascertained, rather inapt name of the

Plum Moth (Grapholitha j^ruriivora, Walsh
J.

The fruit interests of the Pacific province are well looked after by the energetic

officers of the provincial Department of Agriculture. The Deputy Minister, Mr. J. R.

Anderson, and his Assistant, Mi-. E. A. Carew-Gibson, have done excellent scientific

work in investigating the botany and entomology of the province, particularly in solving

some doubtful points in the life histories of important enemies of crops. Mr. R M.
Palmer, the Inspector of Fruit Pests, has devoted special attention to the practical

questions of oi'chard treatment, of making known the best remedies for pests and the

way to apply them, of keeping the provincial markets clear of infested fruit, and thus

incidentally creating a better market for home products. British Columbia is blessed

to a remarkable degree with a climate and soil suitable for the production of fruits of

many kinds, and the wise and energetic measures which have been adopted and fear-

lessly carried out by the officials of the provincial government have certainly been
attended with much success. Up to the present time, notwithstanding statements to

the contrary, the Codling Moth has not been detected in any British Columbian
orchard.

The Apple Fruit-miner (A7-gyresthia conjugella, Z. ), which has called for so much
attention of late years by its injuries to apples in British Columbia, was again this year
the cause of considerable loss. In mixed orchards containing several varieties of apple

trees, I noticed last summer that crab-apples were more particularly attacked than the
larger kinds. Mr. Palmer makes the following report on the occurrence of this insect

in British Columbia during 1898 :

—

"Victoria, B.C., Dec. 15.—On the Islands, especially in the neighbourhood of

Victoria, the Apple Fruit-miner (Argyresthia conjxigdla) has been very prevalent this

year. The native crab-apple crop was a failure, and this pest attacked cultivated fruits

(apples) to an alarming extent. It preferred cultivated varieties of crab-apples to

ordinary varieties of apples, and a much larger percentage of larva? completed their

growth in infested crab-apples than in the finer fruit. The entire crop of many crab-

apple trees (cultivated varieties) was completely ruined, being tunnelled in every
direction, all through the pulp of the fruit. Every effort has been made to get infested

fruit destroyed, as, although in 1896 some loss was sustained from the pest, it was not
nearly so large as in this season, and I now apprehend there is some danger of the

insect becoming a constant feeder on cultivated varieties at least of crab-apples, and
possibly of some others.—[R. M. Palmer.]

An interesting account of a Japanese insect, Laverna herelella, Dup., which, if dif-

ferent, resembles in most respects the Apple Fruit-miner in a very re'narkable manner, is

given with an excellent figure in Bulletin 10, New Series, Div. of Ent,, U.S. Dept. Agr.,

by Pi'of. Matsumura, of Sapporo, Japan. In a foot-note to this article. Dr. Howard has
suggested, from the resemblance of Prof. Matsumura's figure to bred specimens of the

Apple Fruit-miner from British Columbia, which he was good enough to examine, the

identity of the two insects. Although it is true the figure cited and the perfect moths
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of the Apple Fiuit-miner do agree closely, the habits of the larvte as given by Prof.
MaLsumura {loc. cit) and as described in my annual report for 1896, differ upon what
seem to be such important characters that for the present I can hardly think that the
two attacks are by the same species. The writer of the article referred to says that the
larvfe live only in apple cores, injuring the seeds, that there is usually only one egg
deposited on each apple, and that the cocoons are made in the earth whenever possible.

The British Columbian insect very rarely attacks the cores and seeds of the fruit.

There are usually several, two, three or more, larvte in each apple, and the cocoons are
made beneath flakes of the bark on the trees or beneath leaves or rubbish on the sur-
face of the ground,

I have lately received the following intereiting note from Prof. Enzio Reuter, of
Helsingfors, Finland, on the occurrence of A. covjngella in Europe :

—" I have read
your report with great interest. Argyresthia conjugella has during the past summer
infested the fruit of apple trees throughout the whole of Finland. This is owing bo a
total failure of sorb-apples (Sorbus Aucuparia, L.)* and bird-cherries {Primus Fadus,
DC), in which the larvjc commonly feed."

All efforts to discover the egg or the egg-laying habits of the moth have so far

failed, and no proved, practical remedy is yet available. At Mr. Palmer's suggestion,

many of the fruit growers in the districts where this insect has been troublesome, have
adopted the wise precaution of picking and destroying every apple which showed the
attacks of the larva;.

Prof. Matsumura suggests the catching of the moths of the Japanese insect by
suspending large-mouthed bottles containing sweet solutions beneath the trees at nig'nt;

he points out that these should be closed during the day time so that many useful or

harmless insects may not be destroyed.

The Plum Moth or Lesser Apple-worm {Grapholitha [^Semasia] pi'univora,

Walsh).—For many years British Columbian apple growers have referred to a small

caterpillar which in every thing but size answered to the caterpillar of the Codling

Moth. The insect was not abundant and all efforts to obtain specimens to rear the

moth failed. Last year a few were secured by Mr. E. A. Carew-Gibson and success-

fully reared to maturity. The perfect insect, a small moth, was kindly identified by
Dr. L. 0. Howard, the United States Entomologist, and proved to be the same insect

as was treated of and figured by Benjamin Walsh in his First Report as State Entomo-
logist of Illinois, under the name of the Plum Moth (Semasia ^yrunivora). Walsh bred

specimens of the moth from plums, from the fungous growth known as the Black Knot of

the plum, from the Cock's-comb-like hollow gall {uhnicola. Fitch) on the leaves of elms,

which is produced and inhabited by plant-lice, and lastly from a hollow gall on the leaf of

i-ed oak. In addition to the above, the late Dr. C. Y. Riley {Am. Ent. {Ill), n. s., I,

131) adds that he has bred the moth from galls on oak, from haws, from crab-apples and

abundantly from cultivated apples. I have at different times bred the moth from

apples and haws at Ottawa, from near Toronto and from Lachine, Que. I can find no

reference in recent publications to serious injury to either apples or plums by this moth.

Single specimens of the caterpillar have been sent in occasionally from Quebec and

Ontario, but, as far as I am aware, they have never been sufficiently abundant to be

more than noticed by the curious. Last year, however, Mr. R. M. Palmer expressed

fears, from the numbers he was finding in British Columbian apples, that the insect

might develop into a pest of importance. At that time he complained only of the com-

monest form of attack by the caterpillar, which is to feed beneath a web upon the skin

of the apple, around and inside the cup at the calyx end, or occasionally to burrow

more or less extensively under the skin. When visiting British Columbia last summer,

in the last week of July, I was shown by Mr. Carew-Gibson a large number of apples

which had been handed over to him by Mr. Palmer, which were very seriously infested,

both by this insect and also by the Apple Fruit-miner. Upon cutting open several of

the infested apples, I was surprised to find how exactly in many instances the work of-

In this country called " Mouutaiu Ash " or " Rowan tiee.
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the larvse of G. pi'univora resembled that of the Codling Moth (Carpocapsa pomonella,

L.). Not only was the skin and flesh just around the calyx eaten, but the apple was

bored into extensively, the core being frequently reached and the pips eaten in precisely

the same way as is done by the Codling Moth caterpillar. Every specimen was examined

carefully and proved to be G. prunivora. This same fruit was also found, as stated

above, to be badly infested by the Apple Fruit-miner, as well as the Lesser Apple-worm,

both kinds occurring in the same apple.

" Victoria, May 8.—The specimen that I am sending is the only adult that I have

mana^jed to rear
;
you will note in size it is not more than half the size of the Codling

Moth ; it has also different markings and its larva never reaches more than half the size

of the Codling Moth larva when full-grown. This is the insect whose larva is so often

mistaken in this province for the larva of Codling Moth and reported as such. It is

fairly common in some spots, but owing to its size cannot do so much damage to the

fruit it attacks."— [E. A. Carew-Gibson.]
" Victoria, Dec. 15.—The larva of Grapholitha prunivora has been found this season

widely distributed all through the lower mainland and the Islands as well. Although

usually attacking apples, feeding at the calyx end of the fruit for about \ an inch down,

it is also often found inside the fruit, and has been been frequently mistaken for the

larva of the Codling Moth (Carpocapsa pomonella). It has also occurred quite often in

plums and prunes, and specimens of fruit so infested have been sent in or collected from

the whole of the districts named.
*' This pest and the Apple Fruit-miner evidently need more attention at the hands

of our fruit growers in the future than has heretofore been accorded them. In the case

of the Lesser Apple-worm, I think that spraying with Paris green as for the Codling

Moth may be of considerable value. I shall be glad of any suggestion you can make as

to dealing with these pests.

" A large number of the larvse collected this season have been carefully attended

to by Mr. E. A. C. Gibson, and it is hoped that a number of specimens of the perfect

insects and perhaps some parasites will hatch out in the spring. Many specimens of fruit

collected contained larvas of both species."—[R. M. Palmer.]

From the past histoiy of this insect, particularly in British Columbia, and after talk-

ing the matter over with Mr. Palmer and Mr. J. R. Anderson, who three years ago found

numbers of apples badly infested in Capt. Gaudin's garden, at Victoria—from which,

however, the insect has since entirely disappeared—I think it hardly likely that this

caterpillar will develop into a serious pest of apples or plums. It is probable that the

injuries of this year, which are certainly exceptional, were due to the failure of the wild

crabs to produce fruit this year in British Columbia, and that both this insect and the

Apple Fruit muier were driven to cultivated fruits, as it is related in Dr. Reuter's

interesting letter was the case with Argyresthia conjugella in Finland this year.

Should injury by the Lesser Apple-worm continue, I have no doubt, as suggested by
Air. Palmer, that spraying with Paris green should be the first remedial experiment tried.

Notes on the Lesser Apple-worm, hy Mr. E. A. Carew-Gihson.

Aug. 16, 1897.—Received from Hornby Island, a number of apples infested with

a small boring worm.
Sept. 17.—Found six larvfe from above apples spun up, five in the paper beneath the

apples, using the paper fibre for their cocoon, and one spun up on the cork of a small

specimen bottle using cork dust for its cocoon ; all the spun up larvse at this date

unchanged. The specimens are f inch long, ^-^ inch in diameter, tapering slightly

towards both extremities ; reddish pink to pale pink in colour, lightest in colour between
the segments. Head smaller than 1st segment, with blotchy darkish brown marking'?,

thoracic and anal plates also darkish, marked with brosvn. Body covered with white

bristles, with finely dotted surface to the skin (under the microscope). Surface with

lumps and depressions. Very active when placed in the sunshine, evidently at once

seeking shelter for spinning up. The larva spun up on the cork very closely covered over

with cork dust.

May 7, 1898.—One very active little moth emerged.

E. A. Carew-Gibson.
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The moth expands about ^ of an inch across the wings. The ground colour of the
front wings is black, with large patches of rusty red and a central steel blue blotch.

Along the costa are seven very conspicuous short white streaks, arranged '2., 2 and 3

together, of which the longest are the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th; these streaks are nearly
parallel to each other and are obliquely directed toward the posterior angle of the wing.

The hind wings are dusky gray at the base, shading into black at the tip.

The other insects Mhich have attacked fruit trees during the past summer are well

known species. Of these none have called for more attention by their excessive numbers
than the Tent Caterpillars, which swarmed on forest and orcliard trees in many sections

of almost every province of the Dominion.
Enormous numbers of Tent Caterpillars of the two common species, the Forest Tent

Caterpillar {ClisiocamiJa disstria, Hbn ), and the American Tent Caterpillar (0. Ameri-
• cana, Harr.), occurred in the woods and on trees in gardens and

..<^#; orchards for many miles around Ottawa and through the counties of

Carleton, Ru'^sell and Grenville ; nor were they confined to this part

of the province, for specimens or letters of inquiry came in from every

direction. Aspen poplars, maples and basswood seemed to be the

favourite food plants, but where the caterpillars were abundant the

foliage of all plants was eaten.

"Victoria, B.C., Dec. 15.—On the Lower Mainland the most
troublesome pests of the season were the Forest-tree Tent Cater-

pillars. They were present in countless thousands and fruit trees in

proximity to native trees such as alders and willows, where the pests

hatched undisturbed, were in danger of being defoliated, even when
considerable attention was devoted to fighting the pests. Fruit trees

from which the leaves were eaten, put on foliage again later in the

summer, but went into winter in poor condition to withstand vicissi-

tudes of weather. Fortunately, by far the larger proportion of the

larv£E were parasitized and egg masses of the pests ai'e not nearly so numerous as last

year ; besides this, fruit growers were roused as a rule to the danger from these voracious

insects and better prepared to fight them both by the destruction of eggs during the

winter months and by means of Paris green

spraying later on."—[R. M. Palmer.]

When I was in British Columbia lastAugust,

Mr. T. A. Sharpe, of Agassiz, drew my atten-

tion to the fact that a very large percentage

of these caterpillars had been destroyed by a

very fatal disease after they had spun their

cocoons. He examined one hundred cocoons

before he found one con-

taining a living pupa.

Unff)rtunately no such

-,. ^, -r^ rr, ^ •,, state of affalrs happened
Fig. 18.-The Forest Tent Caterpillar : r(, egg . ,, ^,, f,' ,

cluster on twig: h, moth-uatural ^ tlie Ottawa outbreak,

size ; c, d, eggs—enlarged. for at the present time the

egg clusters (Figs. 18a and 19) are to be found- abundantly on

trees and shrubs in every direction. On one small cherry tree 10

feet high, I collected no less than 37 egg clusters. The eggs in

every one of them appeared to be in a healthy condition, and the

young caterpillars hatched out in thousands in my office. There

is the greatest necessity for all who wish to save their trees to take

steps next season, in the first place, to clear from the trees during
^^^^ i9._Egg duster of

the winter such eggs as can be reached, and to provide themselves tlie American Tent

with spraying apparatus so as to be ready to destroy the caterpillars Caterpillar.

Fig. 17. —American
Tent Caterpillar.
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next spring while they are still siiuill, using the ordinary standard mixture for foliage-

eating insects, namely, 1 pound of Paris green, 1 pound of quick lime, and 200 gallons

of watei'.

The Plum Curculio {Conotracliehis nenuphar, Hbst.).—Plum growers have
pretty generally adopted spraying with Bordeaux mixture and Paris green as the best

remedy against the Plum Curculio upon plums. The treatment, however, is by no means
claimed to be a perfect remedy, although I believe that the saving in the quality of the

crop will always make it pay handsomely to spray plum trees, and in the mean time it

is tbe best remedy. The fact that most of the large plum growers have adopted
spraying as a regular practice speaks for itself and shows that it pays them to do so.

Spraying cherries and peaches has not been quite so satisfactory as in the case of the
plum, and upon the apple to which the Plum Curculio is sometimes very destructive it

would appear that spraying is even less effective. Nevertheless, it pays to spray as in

the other cases.

In October last, I received through Mr. W. T. Macoun, some specimens of apples

which had been utterly ruined for the market by the Plum Curculio, being gnarled and
indented wherever the beetles had bitten ("stung") them. At the same time the

growers of the apples, Messrs. R. Jack & Sons, of Chateauguay Basin, Que., sent a
bottle filled with specimens of Plum Curculio taken on the apple trees from which the

injured fruit was sent. Messrs. Jack & Sons write :

—

" Chateauguay Basin, Que., Nov. 8.—You ask if plums are badly affected by Curculio
with us. They are, very badly, both on the farm and all round this section of country.

I have known the pest sometimes to destro}' the whole of the crop on some of the ti-ees.

You ask also whether the female uses the young apples to deposit her eggs in. That is

the way in which most damage is done. Sometimes we have not been able to find a
sound apple on some trees with about a bushel of apples on. Most of the apples had
eggs deposited in them or had been punctured, and some of the apples would have as

many as three or four eggs in them. We have noticed some apples injured within two
or three days after the blossoms have fallen. We notice very little difference between
sprayed and unsprayed trees. They seem to be very little affected by Paris green.

Last season we used Paris green in the first two applications of Bordeaux mixture, i.e.,

once before blossoming, and immediately after the blo.ssoius had fallen, at the rate of 8
ounces to 50 gallons of water, and still they injured great quantities of apples. The
kinds which they seem to have a preference for are Duchess, Yellow Transparent,
Astrachan, Grimes Golden, and Golden Ball, but if these kinds are scarce they work on
the other varieties. In fact, the Curculio does us more damage than all the other pests

and fungous diseases combined. A good many apples fall prematurely with the larva in

them. Do you think it would be any advantage to pasture the orchard with sheep, so

that they would eat the fallen apples and so destroy the grub? We send you under
separate cover samples of apples which have been injured by them."

" Noveniber 18.—Your favour of the 12th instant to hand. In it you ask how
long it is sincr- %ve noticed the Curculio destroying the apples. We would say that it is

about six or eight years since we have noticed them doing any injury to any extent to

apples, but they have troubled the plums for a good deal longer period. They also do
considerable damage to cherries. We have along one of the line fences between our
neighbour and ourselves, a row of common red plums which have been infested with
Curculio as long as we can remember, but the place where the Curculio is worst is at

the other side of the orchard. We intend to have these old plum trees cut down this

fall and have the land cultivated for a couple of years. There is in a field next to the
orchard a clump of hawthorne of which the haws have been infested with little grubs,

but we have never expeiimented to see if they were Curculio or not. Perhaps you
could give some information ? T notice that the Curculio does not seem to do so much
damage where the trees are cultivated often."—[R. Jack & Sons.]

The above letters were in reply to questions which are well indicated by the answers
given. Some ot the apples forwarded by Messrs. Jack had from 5 to 25 punctures
and were utterly useless for the market. It is well known that the Plum Curculio lays
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its eggs in apples and that the larvae can develop in this fruit, but most of the injuries
in this case were of the nature of a hollow cavity beneath the skin, the flesh appearing
to have been eaten out through a central orifice. Frequently these cavities were at the
bottom of deep depressions, and there were no galleries in the flesh of the apple. That
thd injury to apples extended further than the immediate vicinity of Chateauguay Basin
was shown by my receiving specimens injured in exactly the same way from Professor
L. R. Jones, of Burlington, Vt., with the information that the injury was quite
common on Baldwins and Greenings and that considerable injury had been caused in the
State of Vermont. The advantage of attending to windfalls, either by collecting them
or pasturing sheep or pigs in the orchard was pointed out, and the opinion was expressed
that the grubs which had been found in the haws were more likely to be those of the
true Apple Curculio (AntJionomus quadrigihhus, Say.) than of the Plum Curculio. The
fruit of the hawthorn is nearly always infested by Anthonomus qitadrigibhus, and, as far
as my own experience goes, it is a very rare enemy of the apple. ,As a remedy for this

attack on apples by the Plum Curculio, nothing further can be suggested than spraying
the trees regularly with Paris green, beginning early and continuing as late as possible
through the season. Where it is practicable, jarring the trees over large sheets placed
on the ground and then destroying the beetles will, of course, reduce very much the
amount of injury.

Pig. 20.—A Green Fruit-worm ;

a, caterpillar ; 6, moth.

The Green Fruit-vvoems (Xylina).—The larvse of two or three species of this

genus were unusually abundant and destructive in some parts of Ontario last sumnier.

Mr. W. M. Oir found them in many
orchards when superintending the Pio-
vincial Government spraying experi-

ments. He estimates the loss from these

caterpillars at between 20 and 30 per
cent. Mr. N. H. Cowdry, of Water-
ford, Norfolk County, Ont., sent speci-

mens of the caterpillars, together with
their work on young apples and pears.

He said :
" They seem to feed exclusively

on the young fruit to which they are

exceedingly destructive, but they do not
touch the foliage. They ate very numer-
ous about here, and, owing to their habit

of eating the fruit only, are hard to destroy by spraying." An account of injury by
Green Fruit-worms, was also received from Mr. John A. Link, of Sombra, Lamlaton
Co., Ont.

At Aylmer, Wright Co., Quebec, large silver maple trees (Acer dasycarpum) and
to a smaller degree other trees and shrubs growing near were almost defoliated by the

larvEe of a species of XyliiLa, which were in such numbers that every tree trunk

and fence was swarming with them in the third week in June, as they moved from tree

to tree in search of food. Almost all the specimens collected died from injuries inflicted

upon each other in the breeding jars. A single specimen of the moth was reared which
seems to be Xylina Grotei, Riley. The caudal end of the pupa resembles that of X.
huicinerea, Grote, as figured by Mr. Slingerland on Plate II. of his Cornell University

Bulletin 123, except that the cremastral spines are less pronounced.

Another outbreak, not quite so severe as the one above mentioned, occurred at

Niagara on the Lake, where large maples planted as shade trees were covered with

these caterpillars to the great inconvenience of passers by in the streets. In this case,

I think it hardly possible that many of these larvfe could have reached the perfect

stage, for the trees wei-e visited incessantly by warblers and other insectivorous birds

who vied with a swarm of English sparrows in the branches above and numerous
chickens on the ground below, in destroying every caterpillar that moved. It is several

years since these insects have been abundant enough to call for special treatment, but

similar outbreaks to those mentioned upon forest and shade trees occurred in the vicinity
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of Ottawa in 1885. The caterpillars of three distinct species of moths are known by

the name of the Green Fruit-worms. These resemble each other very much in appear-

ance and habits. They are discussed in detail by Mr. M. V. Siingerland, in his

characteristically careful and accurate manner, with beautiful figures, in Cornell

University Bulletin 123. The caterpillars may be described generally as cylindrical

in shape with heads almost as wide as the body. Colour, pale leaf green, striped longi-

tudinally and dotted with creamy white. The full-grown caterpillar measures from 1-|-

inches to 1^ inches in length by ^ of an inch in diameter. The food consists of the

leaves of the apple, pr-ar and several kinds of forest trees ; the maple, poplar, hickory,

wild cherry, box elder and the buds of roses are recorded among their food plants.

Their greatest injupes, however, are to the fruit of apples and pears.

The moths vary considerably in appearance, but are characterized by the cold

ash-gi-ay colour of the front wings, which are variegated with darker gray. The most

constant characters seem to be : a pale space at the base of the front wings and on the

upper half, the pale upper part of the orbicular spot and the dark sub-terminal line.

The expanse of the wings is from IJ inches to If inches.

" The moths are night fliers, remaining concealed on the bark of the trees or in

secluded places during the day. Most of them appear during September and October,

and, hibernating in sheltered places, appear again in March, April and May
;
some

evidently remain in the ground as pupae over winter, the moths not appearing until

spring. They are readily attracted to lights or sweetened baits at night, and are ' often

found in maple groves while sugaring is going on. Sometimes sap-pails are found in

the morning with the surface of the liquid completely covered with the moths.' " (M.

V. Siingerland, Bulletin 123.)

The San Jose; Scale {Aspidiotus pemiciosus, Corastk.).—Since the passing of the

San Jose Scale Act, on the 13th of March, 1898, every effort has been made, both by

the Federal Government and the Provincial Government of Ontario, to detect any

occurrence of this extremely injurious insect and to eradicate it with as little delay as

possible. A thorough examination has been made of that section of the province of

Ontario in which it was known that colonies of this scale insect had been found in 1897.

Wherever infested trees were detected, they were dug up and destroyed. Trees known

to have been imported from States or nurseries in which the scale had occurred during

the last few years were followed up and examined in the orchards where they had been

planted. It is satisfactory to know at the conclusion of this inspection that the pre-

valence of this insect in Canadian orchards is far less than it was feared last spring

might be the case. The only locality where a new occurrence of special interest, from its

northern latitude, has to be recorded is at Guelph, Ont., where the winters are sometimes

very severe, the thermometer occasionally falling as low aa 15 degrees below zero, Fabr.

The scales in this case were imported on pear and plum trees and had passed through at

least two Canadian winters j although the scales had survived, they had not spread toother

trees. The passing of the San Jose Scale Act has naturally given rise to a great deal

of correspondence as to what kinds of plants come within the provisions of this Act and

are prohibited from being imported into Canada from any country where the San Jose

Scale is known to exist. In framing this Act, great care was taken by the Hon.

Minister of Agriculture to interfere as little as possible with established lines of trade

and only to prohibit such plants as it was thought were a source of danger to this

country. It is known that the San Jose Scale is liable to occur in a living state, and

that thus it might possibly be introduced, upon any woody-stemmed tree or shrub, except

conifers, the stems of which do not naturally die down to the ground every year. Such

plants, therefore, may not be imported into Canada from any country where the San Jose

Scale has been found. A very few exceptions have been made to this rule in the case of

soiue plants which are only grown in greenhouses. These exceptions were authorized by

Order in Council at the time of the passing of the Act and made public through the

Canada Gazette. They have also been published in the reports of the Entomological

Society of Ontario, of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, and of other societies.

No further exceptions to the Act have been made, and in the case of such plants as
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raspberries and some other small woody-stemmed shrubs it was considered wise by the
Hon. Minister, for the present at any rate, not to allow these to be imported, even when
cut right down to the roots, for fear that this cutting might not be done thoroughly
enough. True herbaceous perennials, like the perennial phlox, dahlias, herbaceous
p;>?onies, and perennial asters, the stems of which die back right down to the roots
every autumn, can be safely imported and consequently are not prohibited. The scale

has been known to spread occasionally on to several plants with herbaceous stems, but as
it can never move again after once settling down on any plant, which it does within two
days after birth, and as during its active life it must constantly be supplied with liquid

foud, even, were it introduced in the dormant condition in which it passes the winter on
the stems of herbaceous perennials which bad died down naturally, such scales could
never revive nor propagate ; in the first place, they would have no food in the dead,

sapless stems, nor could they move to search for it elsewhere, owing to the scales which
they have formed over their bodies since they settled down, and also to the important
fact that very soon after settling they undergo their first moult, from which time they
are absolutely without legs or other means of locomotion. In the second place, they
could not propagate because they pass the winter in a half grown condition, and being
deprived of food it is impossible for them to reach maturity.

The question is frequently asked at farmers' meetings when specimens of the San
Jose Scale are shown on pieces of twigs and branches, whether there is not danger of
introducing the scale into new localities by this means. For the reasons given above,

there is manifestly no danger to be feared in this direction. The only way in which
the scale can be spread is by the migration of the young insects during the short time
that they are able to crawl about. The sap in any piece of infested wood which could

be conveniently taken to a meeting for exhibition dries up in a fevv hours and very

few of the young scale-insects could be born before the females dietl, even if the wood
were taken at the time when the females were beai'ing young, and then these young
insects would have to find their way on to living trees before many hours or they would
die. It has been objected that upon wood bearing the Oyster-shell Bark-louse myriads-

of the young have been found moving several weeks after the scale-bearing branch had
been severed from the tree. It must be remembered, however, that the habits of the

Oyster-shell Bark-louse and those of the San Jose Scale are entirely different. When
mature, the female of the former, before dying, lays beneath her scale a large number
of egg.s, which remain unhatched for many months from autumn until the following

summer, during which time, of course, being eggs, the}' lequire no food ; so it does not

matter how dry the branch bearing them beneath their mothers' scales may be ; but

whenever these eggs are brought under favourable conditions they will hatch and the

young bark-lice appear. With the San Jose Scale, on the contrary, eggs are never laid,

but the females bring forth their young alive and at that time must be constantly

supplied with liquid food. As stated above, if the scale-bearing wood is removed from

the trees during the period of dormancy in which the San Jose Scale passes the winter,

all the scale-insects upon such wood are immature and must soon die. This period of

dormancy lasts in Canada, at any rate, from the beginning of November till the begin-

ning of June. Close study of this insect has shown that none but the immature insects

live through the winter, and, further, that these do not begin to produce young until

after a considerable time of active life and growth the following season.

The keen interest which has been aroused with regard to all insect pests by the

advent of the San Jose Scale has also drawn attention to various other kinds of scale-

insects which have been found upon Canadian fruit trees. Many kinds of these have been

sent in for examination. The Forbes Scale, the Putnam Scale, the New York Plum Scale

and the Scurfy Bark-louse were all found in some numbers upon orchard trees. Although

widely spread through the province of Ontario, not one of them was sufiiciently

abundant in any locality to be considered a serious menace to fruit growers.

In addition to the above, the Oyster-shell Bark-louse is extremely abundant all

through Canada and is very destructive.

The standard remedies for scale-insects are kerosene emulsion or whale-oil soap

solution (1 lb. in 2 to 4 gallons of water), applied early in the spring, just before the

buds open.
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Aphides or Plant-licr have again this year been conspicuous in orehat'ds. In the

Niagara district the Cherry Aphis {Myzus cerasi, Fab.), appeared in enormus numbers

early in the season and, although it disappeared as mysteriously as it had come, in some

places, in orchards of cherries, particularly the sweet varieties, it did a great deal of harm.

Mr. C. F. Purdy, of St. Catharines, this year lost heavily from tliis insect, which in his

orchard was far worse than last year. Mr. Martin Burrell, of the same place, writes :
" I

find in my notes that the Black Cherry Aphis was very abundant on 27th May. Under

date of 2nd June, I find :
' Black Aphis breeding rapidly, very few Syrphus larvae or

lady-birds'. I have no other notes, but, on the whole, the later injuries were not as bad

as in 1897. We used whale-oil soap (1 lb. to 7 gallons) with fairly good results." Mr.

R. M. Palmer, of Victoria, B. C, says :
" The Black Cherry Aphis was commoner than

usual all through the lower portions of the province. It is, too, much more diflicult to

kill by means of sprays and is not so much attacked by parasites as other species. The

quassia spray No. 2, t found quite effective if used hot, as hot as the hand would bear

;

if used cold, only partially so." The spray referred to is given in the useful pamphlet
" Insect Pests and Plant Diseases " issued by Mr. Palmer for the provincial Board of

Horticulture and is as follows :

—

Quassia chips 8 lbs.

Whale-oil soap 7 lbs.

Water • . 100 gallons.

"Boil the qu;»s:^ia chips in about 8 gallons of water for 1 hour ; dissolve the soap in

hot water ; strain and mix both solutions together and dilute with sufficient water to

make 100 gallons altogether. To be used with a spraying pump, with as much force as

possible in applying. "This mixture is the standard remedy for Hop Aphis, and has

given most satisfactory results against other Aphides with no injury to the foliage of

the trees treated."

The Apple Aphis (ApJiis mali, Fab.), like the last named, was unusually prevalent

at the time the apple trees were budding and caused much anxiety in Ontario, Quebec

and Nova Scotia. The remedies which were recommended were whale-oil soap (1 lb. in

8 gallons of water) and kerosene emulsion

(1 to 9) ; but fruit growers on a large .scale

were advised to wait until, at any rate, the

middle of May, to see if the natural para-

sites did not reduce the plant-lice sufficiently

to make remedies unnecessary. This re-

commendation I believe from experience to

be safe for Ontario, but in British Columbia

the Apple Aphis requires treatment as early

as it shows itself, for in that province it is

Fig. 21.—The Apple Aphis—enlarged. a far more injurious pest than in any other

part of Cannda, Dr. D. Young, of Adol-

phustown, Ont., during the course of some correspondence about an outbreak of

Apple Aphis on his apple trees, writes :

—

" Adolphustown, April 20.—It would take about 270 sixty-gallon barrels of solu-

tion to spray my orchard, at 2 gallons per tree, so that I should need 1,065 gallons of

kerosene and 266 lbs. of soap, besides the expense of labour. The tobacco spray would

cost probably as much. I shall be glad to know whether you think it would pay me to

spend a couple of hundred dollars in spraying for this pest or nob."

In reply. Dr. Young was advised to wait a week or ten days, and if the plant lice

did not increase perceptibly to do nothing beyond his regular spraying for Codling Moth

and fungous diseases. Later in the season, I learned that this outbreak had passed away

without doing serious harm to the crop.
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The Bronze Apple-tree Weevil {Magdalis cenescens, Lee.).— Some specimens of
apple boughs containing the young larvse of this insect were received from Victoria,

B.C., and Nanaimo, B.C. Mr. Palmer says of this insect :
—" These small bark-borers,

larvse of Magdalis CBnescens, continue to do much harm, especially in young orchards on
dry lands of the Island. The lime, soap and carbolic acid wash is effective against them,
if renewed at the end of May, but one application made early in spring has not proved
sufficient. Many young trees were killed outright or so badly damaged that they will

scarcely recover, where preventive measures were neglected."

From what I have seeni of the injuries of this weevil, I am of the opinion that
while the eggs are generally laid in trees which are in a feeble condition, at the same
time they are also found in young and healthy apple trees. The attack by the beetles

feeding upon the leaves of cherries noticed by Rev. G. W. Taylor on Gabriola Island last

year was again noticed this season to a lesser extent, but appears to be a regular habit
of the beetle. This might be taken advantage of for poisoning the mature insects as a
means of reducing their numbers.

THE BLACK GOOSEBERRY-BORER

(Xi/locrius Agassizii, Lee),

Fig, 22.- -The Black Goosebeny-borer d, larva ; e, pupa—enlarged.

One of the most interesting attacks which has come under my notice during the

past season is by the extremely rare boring beetle {Xylocrius Agassizii), which may be
called from the colour of the mature beetle and its habits, the Black Gooseberry-borer.

The introduction of this insect into British Columbia, its detection and almost certain

extermination by the Inspector of Fruit Pests, and also the successful rearing of the

mature insect by Mr, E, A. Carew-Gibson are detailed in the following letters. It is

hardly probable that this insect will ever become a serious pest of gooseberries, for it

has been so extremely rare in the past that few collections possess specimens, while at

the same time its probable native food plants, the various species of Rihes, are abundant
on the Pacific slope.

" Victoria, B.C., March 1.—I am sending you by present opportunity under
separate cover a box containing a bottle with borer grub and remains of roots of

some young gooseberry bushes, which you will note have been hollowed out. Can you
name this borer for me? I have not seen it nor heard of it before."—E. A, Carew-

Gibson.
" Victoria, B.C., March 3.—I am sending you by same mail some specimens of

roots of gooseberry bushes infested with a root borer, also a specimen borer in fluid.

These plants came from Oregon last fall in a large consignment of plants, part of which

—the younger bushes—are not infested, while many of the larger of older growth, are

like those sent herewith, I am very glad indeed that the pest has been discovered soon

enough to have the infested plants destroyed before the grubs mature, and I am busy

now following up this work. I find that to detect the borer the roots must be snapped,

which they do much easier thsm sound roots."—[R. M. Palmer.]
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"Victoria, December 31.—In regard to the gooseberry bushes infested with

larvse of Xylocriics Agassizii : the plants were sent into the province from Oregon-

shipped by ' the Oregon Wholesale Nursery Co., of Salem, to Victoria, in November,

1897 In all, 500 plants were condemned. These were a portion only of a shipment of

Fig. 23.—The Black Gooseberry-borer: infested

stem—reduced |.

rig. 24.—Larva in stem—slightly
enlarged.

10 000 plants, and every package or bundle of the plants found tocontain infested

bushes was condemned and destroyed excepting only the specimens which were retained
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for investigation, and some of which were forwarded to you. Upon referring the matter
to the shippers of the plants, they stated that the stock was not grown by them, but
bought from another nursery in their neighbourhood, and that the pest was altogether
new to them. Mr. H. E. Dosch, of the Oregon State Board of Horticulture, also wrote
in regard to the pest that he had not found it in Oregon in the course of his experience,,

which would indicate that its occurrence in Oregon as a fruit pe^t is, at least, unusual.
'' I shall be glad to know where the borer belongs, and its usual food plants, if you

can supply the information. I had supposed is was a species native to Oregon, and that
it probably fed naturally upon indigenous plants.

" I feel quite safe in stating that there is no possible chance of any of the insects
from this lot of plants having escaped destruction, but in view of the fact that large
quantities of gooseberry bushes have been imported from Oregon for many years past,

it is quite possible that it may exist in the province, and I propose to examine closely

for it all plants which come under my observation. I am glad to say that Mi\ E. A. C.
Gibson has been successful in rearing mature specimens of the insect and is forwarding
some to you as well as capital photographs of the larva? and pupje as they occurred in

the plants.—[R. M. Palmer.]

In reply to an inquiry as to the occurrence of the Black Gooseberry-borer as an
enemy of the gooseberry on the Pacific coast, Prof. A. B. Cordley, Entomologist of the

State Agricultural College, at Corvallis, Oregon, writes :
" The attack of X. Agassizii,

which you describe, has never come under my notice, and I hardly think that this

borer could have appeared in injurious numbers of late years in this State, or I should
have heard of it."

Mr. Carew-G ib.son, who by successfully carrying through to the perfect form three

specimens of this very rare insect, has added one more to his triumphs in the investiga-

tion of the life-histories of insect pests, has forwarded to me the following notes upon
this species :

—

Notes on the Black Gooseherry-borer by Mr. E. A. Careiv-Gibson.

The gooseberry bushes from which the specimens sent you were reared were
brought into this province in a consignment of 500 two year old gooseberry

bushes which came from the Oregon Wholesale Nursery Co., late in the fall'

of 1897. At the time of their importation no signs of the presence of the-

borers could be detected. The bushes were heeled in when received, and the
damage done by the borers was first noticed in the spring of 1898, when the bushes
were being planted out. Later on, after a thorough further examination, the whole of

this consignment of 500 bushes was condemned by the Inspector of Fruit Pests and,

except those bushes kept for experimental purposes, was destroyed under the inspector's

direction. On inquiring from the Oregon Wholesale Nursery Co., it was ascertained:

that these bushes were not really their own stock, but had been bought from a neigh-

bouring nursery to fill up the order.

The larva of which you can form a very fair idea both from the photo I send and
from what you saw of them while here this summer, seems able to adapt itself very

readily to its surroundings. I have now (31st December, 1898) a grub from the same
lot of bushes which I took from a stem on 12th September, when it appeared to be full

grown, and placed in a small glass phial tightly corked. It is still alive and wriggling
;

for the first two months it appeared undecided as to whether it would pupate without

further food or not, later it began gnawing the cork of the phial, and it has now worked

its way into the centre of the cork. One of the grubs pupated on 19 th August (see

photo) and the adult beetle appeared on the 18th day after, although at the time it was

still soft. On opening another twig on 13th September I found another adult beetle

apparently ready to emerge. There only appeared lo be a single grub in each aflTected

tree, and as the bushes were small this proved a very wise arrangement, as there would

not have been room for more than one. The grub generally starts in from a convenient

crotch somewhere about where the branches make a fork, it then works downwards,

apparently wintering in the roots, in one case I noticed that it had worked so near to

the soil that there must have been only the thinnest possible covering between it and the

86—14
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soil, it then appears to work upwards in much the same way as the Raspberry Cane-
borer, and after reaching some inches above ground, having first made a chamber with
only thtt thinnest possible covering dividing it from the air, it pupates. I am sending

you the only additional specimens I have for identification purposes, and these I take to

be the larger the female, and the smaller the male
;
you will note considerable difference

in their size. I caged these two beetles on a living bush inside a large glass on my
table on 14th September; on the 15th I found an egg resting in the crotch formed by a
thorn on one of the twigs, but I lost this egg while examining it under the microscope :

it was very small and had its surface beautifully ornamented. 21st September, female
apparently dying, male still very active. 22nd, female dead ; on the 27th the male was
still strong. I could discover no more eggs.

E. A. Carew-Gibson.

The specimens of the beetles sent by Mr. Carew-Gib=;on proved to be two females

and a male of the rare longicorn bettle above-named. I am indebted to Mr. W. H.
Harrington and Dr. L. O. Howard for the exact identification of the species. Through
the courtesy of Dr. Howard also, the beautiful figure 22 given above has been specially

drawn for this report by Miss L. Sullivan, the accomplished Artist of the Division of

Entomology, at Washington, D.C, under the supervision of Mr. F. H. Chittenden of the

same Division. Figures 23 and 24 are from photographs by Mr. Carew-Gibson.

The genus Xylocritis is characterized as follows by Leng in the Bulletin of the

Brooklyn Entomological Society, vol. VII., p. 113.
" Xylocrius, Lee.—This genus presents another remarkable form. The antennae are

very stout, quite hairy, the thorax very convex and rounded at the sides, the elytra

constricted behind the base and strongly rounded at tip, and the entire surface deeply

punctured and pubescent. Two species have been distinguished :

—

More slender ; elytral punctures before middle gross, somewhat confluent,

surface shining ; behind middle, punctures finer, surface opaque Agassizii,

More robust ; siu-face all shining
;
punctures large, foveate, irregular, more or

less confluent cribratus.

" X. Ayassizii, Lee. {Proc. Ac. Phil., 1861, p. 357)—The hair behind the middle of

elytra is more dense ; 3rd and 4th joints of antennae about equal. Length, '45 inch

::=12 mm. Habitat: California.

"X cribratus, Lee. (S. M. C, 1873, No. 247, XL, p. 172).—Pubescence equal

throughout; 3rd joint of antennae cne-half longer than 4th. Length, '55 inch=15 mm.
Habitat : California, Nevada."

The following description was made from the three specimens sent by Mr. Carew-
Gibson :—Length, male, ^ inch ; female, ^ inch. Colour, deep dull black ; whole body
covered with downy, ratlier sparse, pubescence ; erect bristles on head and thorax

;

elytra .'^lightly constricted in the middle; thorax and humeral half of elytra coarsely

punctate; apical half, velvety, silky, opaque; abdomen of male shiny black, of female

piceous ; antennae rather short and stout, of about the same length in both sexes
;

thighs swollen in both sexes
;
general appearance between Asemum and Callidium.

SPRAYING.

From every province overwhelming evidence proves the very great value of spraying

fruit trees for the prevention of damage by both injurious insects and fungi. Owing to

the large amount of capital invested in fruit farms and the permanent nature of the

plantation"?, a great deal more attention has been devoted to the enemies of fruits than
to those of any of the other ordinary crops which occupy the land for only one or two

^

years, or even less. The consequence is that the habits of these pests are pretty well

understood and standard practical remedies have been devised for most of them. These
have been made known widely by means of official reports, agricultural periodicals and
the daily press.
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Up-to-date fruit growers know well the advantages they derive from atteudi..^

carefully to the work of spraying their crops. It is very seldom now-a-days that one
hears from practical business men engaged in fruit growing the childish, illogical excuse
that they have not "had time" to spray their trees, as these men know well that
"spraying trees" and "making money" are almost synonymous terms. There are
now to be had free for the asking in Canada publications setting forth the advantages
of spraying and giving full instructions as to the best way to prepare and apply simple,
cheap and effective remedies for almost any insect or fungous disease that is likely to be
found injuring orchard crops. Indeed, to those who have thought upon this subject it
may seem unnecessary to again draw attention to this matter in an official report

;

but in travelling through Canada, notwithstanding the fact that many of the
provinces have able and enthusiastic officers who are doing their utmost to teach farmers
the great benefits which they may derive from this simple method of protecting their
crops, I find that there are thousands of fruit growers everywhere who have never had
enterprise enough to follow the advice given. Knowing well, after many years study
of this subject, what enormous saving may be made for the whole Dominion through the
sure advancement of every individual, I again draw attention to some statements by
reliable men, which I trust may have the effect of persuading more of our Canadian
fruit growers and farmers that spraying does most decidedly pay, and, as far as I have
seen, successes follow intelligent, careful and conscientious efiort, much more surely in
the case of spraying fruit trees than in any other branch of agriculture or of most
-other walks of life.

" Much loss has heen caused by insect pests. The apple crop in particular suffered
much from worms in unsprayed orchards." {Ontario Crop Report, Nov., 1898.)

" Wolf ville, N.S., Dec, 1898.—Cankerworms have been less abundant this year
than usual, but some orchards in Grand Pre and Avonport were stripped. Where
spraying was practised, very little damage was done.

" Spraying with Bordeaux mixture and Paris green combined is now generally
practised by most of our best fruit growers, both before and after blo'^soming. They
know that it pays them to do so, and is necessary if they are to secure fruit which will

bring the highest price. The methods, however, are evidently not as yet thoroughly
understood ; for some varieties of apples have been somewhat injured in appearance
this year, i. e., they are russeted by a too strong solution, or perhaps too frequent
applications ; but practice and experience will soon give the necessary skill to get the
happy medium between over and under dosing."— [R, W. Starr.]

" The day of good crops of fair apples, without effort, is for ever gone, unless condi-
tions change greatly, but the prospects were never higher for the pains-taking, thorough
orchardist. If any one needs a full, conclusive, and final demonstration that spraying
is a necessary part of apple culture, let him look at almost any unsprayed orchard, then
compare it with any sprayed orchard which he may find. If he does not see the
difference, if he cannot find evidence that spraying has paid 500 to 1,000 per cent,

it will be because he is not open for conviction." (Extract from Report American
Pomoloyical Society, in Nova Scotia Crop Report for November, 1898.)

" Victoria, B. C.—Most of the pests and diseases of fruit trees found here have
been successfully dealt with by simple remedies which have been recommended through
Bulletins and Reports. Enormous advantage has followed the adoption of spraying,

:an(l the feeling of uncertainty as to their success which certainly existed at one time in

the minds of many of our fruit growers, is graduall)'^ being removed. Those who attend
to their business properly are, as a rule, well satisfied."—[R. M. Palmer, Provincial

Inspector of Fruit Pests.]

In this connection, special attention may be drawn to the series of spraying experi-

ments vv-hich have been carried on during the last four years by instruction of the Hon.
John Dryden, Provincial Minister of Agriculture and Arts of Ontario. These
experiments were at first supervised by Mr. A. H. Pettit, of Grimsby, Ont., and for the

last three years by Mr. W. M. Orr, of Fruitland, Ont. A great many orchards in all

parts of the province have been sprayed under the personal supervision of the inspector.

Fruit growers in the different districts have been invited to be present at these demons-

U—Ul
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t rations and receive instruction in the way to prepare the materials and apply them. At
the last Industrial Fair held at Toronto in iSeptejnber-, 1898, one of the most instruc-

tive exhibits was undoubtedly the display of fruit taken from sprayed and unsprayed

tiees in the same orchard. In this collection, which attracted naturally much attention,

there were exhibited about 250 plates of fruit from 2-t different localities, those from

sprayed and unsprayed trees being placed in separately side by side for easy comparison.

The fruit was sent in by the owners of the different orchards where the experiments had
been carried out. and was not seen by the inspector until they arrived in Toronto, to be

arranged and placed on exhibit.

In a most interesting report upon these experiments which was read by Mr. Orr, at

the last meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, held at St. Catharines,

Ont., in December, he stated that this year he had worked at 30 points covering the

province from Amlierstburg to Renfrew. The agents visited each point seven times and

his dates were announced by poster, postal caid and in the pre.ss, so that as many as

possible might know when these experiments were to be carried on. That the farmers

appreciated this effort of the Ontario Government to benefit them and demonstrate to

them the best methods of caring for their orchards, is shown by the fact that over 3,500

attended, besides many who visited the orchards at other times when the agents were

not there. This is almost double the number who attended two years ago. There was
always kept on hand a good supply of the spraying bulletin issued by the Ontario Govern-

ment which had been revised and brought up to date, and a copy was given to all who
wished to receive it. Work was simplified as much as possible, only one solution being

used, viz., the ordinary Bordeaux mixture and Paris green, of the strength advised for

orchard use : Copper sulphate 4 lbs , fresh lime 4 lbs., and water 40 gallons, Paris

green 4 ounces. Notwithstanding the fact that on account of the law which forbids

the spraying of fruit trees when in full bloom, and on account of inopportune rains,

many applications were lost, as it was necessary to do the work upon the exact dates

and at the hours advertised, so that the agent might keep his engagement at the next

point he was due at, the results on the whole were most satisfactory, as is clearly

indicated by the enthusiasm of some of the orchard owners on whose trees the exper-

iments were carried out. In estimating the percentage of perfect apples, a part of each

tree was picked clean and the fruit was carefully examined, every specimen which had

a worm or a spot, no matter how small, being rejected as imperfect. This report will be

published in full by the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, and will contain the

reports of the individual owners of the orchards. In concluding his report, Mr. Orr,

who is a practical fruit grower, says :
" It appears from results obtained in experimental

work that from 65 to 80 per cent of perfect fruit can be secured when spraying is

regularly and properly done and when the conditions are favourable."

It is perhaps not worth while now devoting more space to this subject ; the facts

are well known and taken advantage of by all enterprising horticulturists who keep

themselves posted on all the subjects which materially affect the profits of their labours.

Those who do not know and do not by spraying save every year more than 25 per cent

of nearly every crop they grow from the ravages of their many insects and fungous foes,

at any rate have not the excuse that they have not had every opportunity of learning.

Every year, as the time for spraying and otherwise tre iting crop plants comes round,

horticultural publications and the weekly and daily press contain articles giving the

experience of practical men who have tried these methods and at the same time full

advice as to the best way of carrying on the work.
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THE a^fi^hy.

I submit herewith Mr. John Fixter's report as manager of the apiary. This branch
of the work has been left entirely in Mr. Fixtei''s hands. It must be attributed to his

f?ood management and skill that the bee department this year has become so popular.
Meetings of bee-keepers were addressed by Mr. Fixter, at the following places :

—

Duncanville, Bell's Corners, Merivale, Rockland, and Bearbrook, all in the Ottawa
district.

The season for bee-keepers has been a remarkably good one. The clover crop was
better than has been seen for many years in Ontario and Quebec, and all shrubs bloomed
profusely in early spi ing.

REPORT OF MR. JOHN FIXTER.

EXPKRIMEXTS IN WINTERING, 1897-98.

The following seven experiments have been tried : Four were tried in the cellar (Nos.

1, 2, 6 and 7), one in a root-house (..Vo. 3), one in a pit dug in a hill side (No. 4), and
another in the House Apiary (No. 5).

The cellar is below a private house. The walls are stone and the floor cement.
The bee-room, 11 feet 6 inches wide by 15 feet long and 7 feet high, allows three tiers

of shelves and two passages. It is boai'ded off from the remainder of the cellar by a

partition which extends all around the chamber, and far enough from the stone wall to

allow of a small air space. Under the cement floor a layer of small stones 8 inches

thick acts as a drain and keeps the cellar perfectly dry. The lov/est shelf is 18 inches

from the floor, the second 20 inches in the clear above, and the third 20 inches above
that. Neither the hives on the third shelf nor the uprights supporting the shelves

touch the ceiling, so that no vibration can reach the hives from the ceiling. This

chamber is thoroughly ventilated, also the whole cellar. There is a three inch pipe

passing through the bee chamber up to a stove pipe provided with a damper with which

to regulate the draught.

Before entering the bee-room is a smaller room with a door leading outside and
another leading to the bee room ; both rooms are provided with sliding ventilators, so

that outside air may be let in at will. Ventilation is carefully attended to and sudden

changes of ti^mperature are avoided ; for this, a thermometer which is always kept in

the cellar, is watched. The best temperature for the bee cellar has been found to be

from 42 to 46 degrees Fahrenheit.

This arrangement has given entire satisfaction. In former years there was not

proper ventilation, and the cellar was always damp. Since the concrete floor has been

laid and the ventilators put in, the cellar has been much drier and cleaner. It is also

rat and mouse proof, %vhich is a very great advantage. The difference in the consump-

tion of honey by the bees is marked, the quantity being now only half what it was before

the cellar was improved. The coal stove which was formerly in the smaller room to

keep a uniform temperature and to kf ep the cellar dry, has been abandoned, as the cellar

and hives can be managed so as not to require it. I would not recommend any one to

use artificial heat.

Experiment No. 1.—Eight colonies were put into winter quarters in the cellar and

placed on the shelves. Under the back end of each hive was placed a three-inch block,

by which means the back of each hive was raised so as to insure free ventilation. Each

hive was besides raised from its own bottom board by a small three-eighths of an inch

block placed at the back. All front entrances were left wide open, the wooden covers

all removed, and replaced with cushions made of chaff 4 inches thick, and wide and long

enough to lap over the hive 2 inches.
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Temperature was taken once a week all through the winter :

November, 46 to 47 degrees. February, 46 to 50 degrees.

December, 47 to 48 " March. 48 "

January, 44 to 46 "

The bees were quiet, only a very slight hum being noticeable up to February, when,

the temperature having risen to 50, the bees began to get uneasy and make considerable

hum. Cold air was carefully let in during the night by opening the slides in the doors

at night and closing them in the morning ; this lowered the temperature and the bees

quieted down. During the past winter every colony in this experiment was perfectly

dry and clean, and all came out in excellent condition.

Averaf'e weight of each hive when put into winter quarters, 53|- pounds ; when
taken out on 26th March, 44^ pounds per hive, showing that each hive had lost 9

pounds on the average, which is very much less than the usual amount. This small

amount is owing to the comfortable cellar. In former years, before this same cellar

was arranged as it is, the hives lost on an average 20 pounds, which represented the

weight of honey consumed during the winter.

Experiment No. 2.—Two colonies were put into the cellar on 12th November, with

tops and bottoms of the hives left on, just as they were brought in from the bee-yard.

They were watched for dampness, and to compare the amount of honey consumed.

Temperature of cellar the same as in No. 1. During December and January both hives

made considerable hum. 27th December, drops of wat^r were noticed all along the

entrance of both hives. This same trouble continued in January, when they were both

given more ventilation at the bottom by a three-inch block being placed in front

between the bottom board and the brood chamber. During February and March both

hives got perfectly dry and quiet. 26th March, both hives were removed to their

summer stands in fairly good condition ; one had spots of faeces on the entrances ; both

hives were damp and the combs were slightly mouldy, but there were very few dead

bees in either hive. Average weight of each hive when put into winter quarters, 62^-

pounds ; when taken out on 26th March, 48 pounds, showing that each hive had lost

14^ pounds per hive. Another examination was made on 23rd April, when both were

found building up" rapidly as the season was favourable. 21st May, both in excellent

condition for a honey flow.

Experiment No. 5. —Two colonies stored in a root-house. The hives were placed

on a shelf nailed up against the wall, ateout 3 feet from the ceiling and projecting 2

feet. A curtain was hung from the wall over the top and down in front of the hives

so as to keep out all light ; wooden covers removed and replaced with a chaff cushion.

A strip of wood 2' by 2 inches was placed all along both sides between the brood-

chamber and the bottom board, so as to give more ventilation at the bottom, both back

and front were left wide open. In former years the hives kept in the root-house did

not appear to have ventilation enough ; this extra space has proved very satisfactory.

Temperature was taken every Monday of each week. November, highest temperature,

38, lowest 36 ; both hives quite dry but very noisy. December, highest temperature,

42, lowest 36; both colonies were very noisy, but were perfectly dry ; mice had found

their way into both hives and disturbed the bees : some strips of tin put around pre-

vented tiiem getting in again. January, highest temperature, 41, lowest, 39 ; during

January, both hives had drops of water along the entrance and were making consider-

able sound ; ho trouble from mice this month. February, temperature 38 to 39, both

hives were very much drier, and by the end of the month they were perfectly dry and

fairly quiet. March, highest temperature 40, lowest 36, both hives were very noisy

and quite damp. 26th March : Both hives removed to bee yard. Both colonies showed

signs of dysentery, dampness and mould, bub were very strong in numbers.

Average weight of each hive when put in in autumn of 1897, 57 pounds, 12

ounces; spring 1898, 44 pounds, 12 ounces; a loss of 13 pounds. On 23rd April

another examination was made. Both hives were building up and in excellent con-

dition for a honey flow.

Experiment No. Jf..—November 12. Two colonies were put into a pit dug in the side

of a hill, 3 feet deep, 3 feet wide, and 10 feet long, in such a way that the ventilators
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at both ends might not be immediately above the hives, which were in the middle of the
pit. The hives rested on two cedar poles laid along the full length of the pit. The
ventilators, which were 3 inches by 4 inches, were made of boards, three of which
reached down to the bottom of the pit, the fourth only to the top of the pit, and the

ventilators rose 3 feet above the ground, wooden covers removed and replaced by chaff

cushions. In each hive 2 by 2 inch strips of wood were laid under both sides and under
the back end between the brood chambers and the bottom boards, so as to provide
more space at the bottom of the hive in case a quantity of dead bees should accumu-
late there. The pit was covered with cedar poles laid along its length, the middle ones
higher than the others, and these covered with a layer of straw and one foot of soil. A
small shaft was also arranged between the hives, down which a thermometer could be
lowered by means of a string, so that the temperature of the pit could be ascertained

Temperature was taken once each week. From November to March the temperature
did not go below 38 nor above 39. On 26th March the pit was opened, when it was
found that water had got in and risen half way up the hives, both colonies appeared to

be fairly strong in numbers, combs were badly moulded. On 5th April one hive was
noticed to be very weak. On 23rd April it was deserted. The other hive came through
well, and on 23rd April was building up rapidly.

This experiment did not come out as well as in former years, owing to the water
getting into the pit. This water came from a trench dug above the pit, with no outlet

but into the pit. There was no trench dug in former years and no water had troubled.

It will also be noticed no straw was put in the pit over and around the hives as in

former years. We find it much better without any straw. Weight of each hive in the

autumn of 1897, 62 pounds, and in the spring of 1898, 50 pounds 6 oz., a loss of 1

1

pounds 10 oz. each.

Experiment No. 5.—Wintering in House Apiary.

Two colonies Nos. 47 and 48, were left in the house apiary with some additional

packing. The House Apiary faces the south, the walls are double boarded, with an air

space of four inches. The floor, which is about one foot from the ground is also double
boarded and there is no draught under it. The hives were moved one foot from the

wall, and placed on a double thickness of sacks laid on the floor ; the wooden covers were
removed and replaced by chaff cushions. In addition to this, the hives were covered

above and all around with a double thickness of the same sacking. Also 1 foot of cut

straw was put below and all around. A small shaft 1^ inch square extended from the

opening of each hive to the outside of the shed ; 2 inch strips of wood were placed under

both sides and under the back, between the bottom board and the brood chamber, so as

to give more space at the bottom of the hive in case a quantity of dead bees should

accumulate.

No flying took place from 12th November, 1897, until 7th March, 1898, when
several bees flew out but were not seen to return. On 8th March they were flying briskly

going out and returning. From 8th March to 26th they flew 9 days.

On 26th March they were unpacked : Hive No. 47 had 2 inches of dead bees on the

bottom board and was in a very weak condition. Hive No. 48 also had 1 inch of dead

bees on the bottom board but appeared to be in better condition than No. 47.

Another examination was made on 21st April, when hive No. 47 was found to be

deserted, the combs were quite dry and clean and there was plenty of sealed honey in

the hive.

Hive No. 47 weighed in the autumn of 1897, 54 pounds, and in the following spring

34^ pounds, showing a loss of 19| pounds. Hive No. 48 weighed in the autumn of

1897, 56 pounds, and in the following spring 39^ pounds, a loss of 16| pounds.

Experiment No. 6.—Two colonies were put into the cellar with bottoms of the hives

left on, just as they were brought in from the bee-yard. The wooden covers were re-

moved and nothing left on except a tightly sealed propolis quilt, the entrance was left

wide open. During the entire winter the bees kept perfectly dry, and very slight hum
could be heard.

March 26th.—Both hives removed to bee yard ; appeared to be in excellent condi-

tion ; there were scarcely any dead bees and the hives were dry and clean.
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Total weight of the two hives when put in, 104J pounds ; when taken out, 83

pounds, a loss of 10 pounds 12 oz. each. Another examination was made 21st Api'il,

when they were both found to be building up rapidly and in excellent condition for a

honey flow.

Experiment No. 7.—Two colonies were put in the cellar and placed on the shelves,

a three inch block being placed between the bottom board and the brood-chamber only

in front, making the full entrance 3 inches high across the whole front. The wooden
covers were removed and replaced with a chaff cushion. Temperature same as No. 1.

During the whole w inter both colonies in this experiment were perfectly dry and
clean and showed no uneasiness of any kind. They came out in the spring in excellent

condition.

Average weight of each hive when put into winter quarters 58|: pounds : when
taken out on 26th March, 47 pounds 10 ounces, showing that each hive had lost 10

pounds 10 ounces.

Conclusions.

Experiment No. 1.—Has given entire satisfaction for the past four years. The
an^ount of honey consumed during the winters per colony was in 1894-95, 12 pounds 9

ounces ; in 1895-96, 10 pounds : in 1896-97, 9 pounds 6 ounces; 1897-98, 9 pounds; or an
average for the four years, 10 pounds per colony.

Experiment No. 2.—Hives put in the cellar as they canve from the bee-yard had
not sufficient ventilation. This result agrees with that of the past three winters.

The amount of honey consumed during three winters was : 1895 to 1896, 13 pounds
per colony ; 1896 to 1897, 11 pounds 8 ounces; 1897 to 1898, 14 pounds 8 ounces;

or an average for the three years of 12 pounds 13^ ounces each. Although the amount
of honey consumed is not large, the vitality of the bees was not as good as in several of

the other experiments tried.

Experii)ient No. o.—Wintering in a root-house. This experiment was again fairly

satisfactory ; although an extra space of 2 inches was given at the bottom, the hives

were damp and mouldy. Considering the amount of disturbance the bees are subject to

in this experiment, I would consider they came out well.

Once or twice each week the large doors of the root-house were thrown wide open
to allow the teams in to draw the roots out, and this let in much cold air which came
suddenly upon the hives ; also the teams, drawing over the floor, jar them very much.
The amount of honey consumed per colony was in 1896-97, 14 pounds, and in 1897-98,

14^ pounds.

Experiment No. J/..—Wintering in a pit dug in a dry hill side. This experiment

has been very satisfactory. The past year a misfortune happened; when covering the pit

a trench was dug in such a way that water could not run out of it and finally got into

the pit. The amount of honey consumed per colony in 1896-97 was 9 pounds, in 1897-

98, 11 pounds 10 ounces.

Experiment No. 5.— Wintering in a House Apiary. This experiment was again a

failure. The extra packing with 1 foot of cut straw was not sufficient to keep out the

cold. I would not advise any one where the temperature reaches 15 below zero to

winter in a house apiary such as described in No. 5 experiment.

The amount of honey consumed per colony during the winter of 1896-97 was 15|
pounds, and in 1897-98 16^ pounds. This shows a larger amount consumed ; the

condition of the bees when taken out in the spring was besides very weak. The
colonies either dwindled out or did very little good the following summer.

None of our experiments in wintering out of doors have given the same satisfaction

as those in the cellar, even when extra packing was given.

Experiment No. 6.— Hives put in the cellar as they came from the bee-yard,

excepting that the wooden covers were removed, leaving on only the thick propolis quilt.

This mode of wintering has given satisfaction the past winter but will be tried further.

Experiment No. 7.—Hives in the cellar raised in front only so as to give veiy wide

opening for ventilation. This experiment was also satisfactory and will be further

tried.
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Season of 1898.

March 9th being a warm, sunny day, twelve colonies were removed from their winter

quarters : six were placed in the House Apiary, and the other six in the exposed apiai-y,

where the snow was about eighteen inches deep. All began to fly at once, and the

snow soon became very much spotted with feces, but there were very few dead bees

around the entrances of the hives. The hives in the exposed apiary were covered with

coarse sacks as a protection, leaving a very small entrance for the bees. In the House
Apiary no such protection was given. From 9th to 26th March the bees flew eight

days. The remaining colonies were taken out on 26th March.

From 26th March to 9th April the bees flew five days. On 9th April the first pollen

was noticed to be gathered. From 9th to 27th April they gathei"ed pollen very freely off

soft maple and willows, also ofiF the Manitoba maple. They were seen gathering sap from
hard maples, wherever the trees were cut. On 27th April, a very fine and warm day, all

colonies were inspected. Any that were found short of stores were fed with warm
syrup. For this an empty frame was taken out and held slightly slanting, the syrup
was poured on the empty comb until every cell was filled, then the frame was returned

to the hive. This plan of feeding answers very well for sprinf^, but not for autumn
feeding. The first new honey was noticed on 1st May. Up to 1st May the bees in the

house and sheltered apiaries appeared to work better than those in the exposed apiary.

On many days when the weather was cool, they were flying well, while none of the

others were flying. Those set out early appeared to be in the best condition, as they

had several cleansing flights before the others were set out.

May was very fine and warm. The bees worked unusually well, gathering honey
and pollen from maples, apple, plum, cherries, Siberian pea-tree, buckthorn, and also

from dandelions, buttercups, white and alsike clovers. On 27th May two fine swarms
came off; one from the house apiary, and one from the sheltered apiary. Supers were

put on all the hives which were full of bees. Many at once began to work in them.

June was very favourable for the bees to work, white and alsike clover being

abundant, very much honey was stored in the supers.

July 4th, all supers containing clover honey were removed to a warm room, where

the temperature was not lower than 65°. We have found by experience that honey

kept in a cool or damp room does not ripen properly. The basswood was just then

coming into bloom ; the bees gathered considerable honey from it up to 20th July.

The supers containing basswood honey were removed on 25 July, as the buckwheat was

then beginning to bloom.

On 3rd August when the buckwheat was ploughed under as a fertilizer, the bees

had already gathered much honey from it. From 3rd to 18th August the bees were

working well on the second growth of alsike and Bokhara clovers. On 18th August

all supers were removed, and any honey gathered after that date was left for winter

stores. All the colonies were carefully examined at this date to see if they were good

and strong, and had a good laying queen. Several were found queenless, and were at

once supplied with young queens. It is very important to see that there are no cater-

pillars of bee-moths around or in the hives. If any traces of moths are noticed these

should be cut out at once, and the hives examined at short intervals afterwards.

September 1st to 12th the weather was fine and warm ; there was considerable flying.

All the hives were weighed, and any that did not weigh over 50 pounds were given full

frames of sealed honey. The beginning of September is a good time to inspect winter

stores. If syrup has to be fed, the bees will take it down better when the weather is

warm, and will thus have a chance to seal it over, which is very important for

wintering. But rather than feed syrup to the bees, I would strongly advise every

bee-keeper, unless he is thoroughly experienced, to save a few frames of sealed honey in

case his bees have not enough to carry them through the winter. He will find it to his

advantage to place one or two full frames in the hive in preference to feeding syrup.

Feeding syrup to the bees in the autumn gives them a tendency to rob. A good receipt

for bee syrup is the following : Boil the water, then remove it from the stove, add at

once two parts of granulated sugar to one part of water (by weight) and stir until dis-
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solved. It may then be fed to the bees moderately warm in the evening. The old

method of dissolving the sugar while the boiler is on the stove is unadvisable as the
sugar is liable to be burnt, which would be harmful to the bees.

In order to secure a provision of frames filled with syrup, the best way is to get

the strongest colonies to fill and seal them. For this purpose an extracting super is

placed on the top of a strong colony, to which syrup is then fed. The bees will then
work and fill the frames in the super with syrup. When the frames are filled they are

removed and afterwards given to the colonies that require to be fed. If weak colonies

were fed in many cases they would be robbed by the stronger ones.

Experiments with Foundations op Different Sizes in the Sections.

There were two objects in view in these experiments. One was to find out which
size of foundation the bees would start to work on first ; second, to find out which
sections would be tilled best and have the fewest empty cells around the sections^

Several supers were used having the sections so arranged that all would have an equal

chance of being filled.

Experiment No. 1 : sections with full sheets of foundation fastened on top only.

Experiment No. 2 : sections with half sheets of foundation fastened on top, and experi-

ment No 3 ; one inch square of foundation fastened on top in the centre.

In every instance, the bees worked first on the full sheet, and these sections when
finished had the fewest holes or empty spaces around them. In the sections which had
half sheets of foundation the bees did not work as soon as on the former ones, and the

sections were not so well filled. The sections which had one inch square of foundation

sheets attached to the top were the last worked on. They also had most vacant spaces

around the sections. These experiments should be tried again, also others with pieces

of foundation attached at different points around the sections.

House Apiary.

The House Apiary was again tried, and in 1898 to a greater extent than former
years. Two tiers of hives have been put in, one on the floor which is one foot from the

ground. The second tier was set on a shelf 3 ft. 6 inches from the floor. This plan

can be safely recommended for cities or towns where space is scarce, and two tiers can
be arranged as well as one in the same building. It has many advantages for the sum-
mer, but fails for the winter. See former reports.

Returns.

The past season has been a very good one. The returns of the Central"Experimen-
tal Farm Apiary for the season of 1898 show an average of 78 sections per colony.

The colonies which were run for extracted honey gave 94^ pounds per colony.

Swarming for the season on the whole has been satisfactory. Colonies should not
be allowed to give more than one swarm in a season. Excessive swarming may be
prevented by the following method : As soon as a colony swarms out and the swarm i&

well settled, hive it. Remove the hive that it came out of to another stand, then
place the new hive on the old stand. Many of the workers returning from the field

will help to build up the new colony. If the old colony is found to be still very strong,

take out two or three frames and shake the bees off in front of the newly hived swarm.
This will weaken the old colony and prevent it from swarming again. You will then
have a good strong swarm in the best shape for gathering honey.

John Fixter.

i
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FA^RM STOCK.

The Horn-fly (ffcernatobia serrata, Rob.-Desv.).—In the provinces of Ontario
and Quebec the Horn-fly was reported as being slightly more troublesome than last year.

This was also the case in some places in Nova Scotia, but at most places the annoyance
was less. In Prince Edward Island, where this year it was expected to give more
trouble than elsewhere, Father Eurke writes from Alberton, P.E.I. :

" The Horn-fly
was not so bad early in the season as in other years, as the wet weather was fatal to the
larvae, but later it was a troublesome pest and, I feel sure, was as numerous as in its first

years here. People did not oil so systematically or persistently, and this may have been
the cause. I do not think that any effort is being made to disturb the cattle droppings
in the fields where the flies breed."

Remedies.—These consist of applying to the animals some oily substance obnoxious
to the flies to prevent them from biting. Of many kinds tried, Mr. Robert Elliot, the

Herdsman at the Central Experimental Farm, has for 2 or 3 years used when necessary

a mixture of 1 pound of pine tar in 10 pounds of lard, and still finds it the most
convenient and efiiective remedy.

Regularly spreading out the fresh cattle droppings in the field with a rake, so that

they dry up and become unfit for the maggots to breed in, has been found an easy and
useful remedy. The eggs are laid by the flies at once on fresh droppings, and if these

are disturbed every other day in the favourite places in pastures where the cattle congre-

gate, large numbers of the larvse are destroyed.
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